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Kazuhiro Kawachi
18 Kupsapiny
! Introduction
This chapter describes how Kupsapiny, a Southern Nilotic language of Uganda,
expresses the five levels of clause linkage (M. Tsunoda 2004, 2012; cf. also T.
Tsunoda & M. Tsunoda, this volume, Section 8) in three semantic areas – causal,
conditional, and concessive – by means of subordination, coordination, a combi-
nation of subordination and coordination, and parataxis.

Kupsapiny seems to be uncommon in that the vast majority of the CLMs and
parataxis are acceptable at all the five levels; in particular, there are many exam-
ples at Level IV that are acceptable by themselves, without the clause ‘I think’.

The five levels are not clearly distinguished in Kupsapiny. Nevertheless, there
is some evidence to distinguish between Levels I, II, and III on the one hand and
Levels IV and V on the other.

" Profile of the language
Kupsapiny (also spelled Kupsapiiny or Kupsabiny) is spoken by the Sebei people
in the Sebei region on the northern and western slopes of Mt. Elgon in Eastern
Uganda. It belongs to the Kalenjin branch of the Southern Nilotic group of the
Nilotic language family. According to the national census in 2014, the population
of the Sebei is 289,456, and almost all of them speak Kupsapiny. Sabaot, which is
spoken on the Kenyan side of Mt. Elgon, seems to be another dialect of this lan-
guage; it is mutually intelligible with the dialect spoken in the Sebei region.

The consonant phonemes of Kupsapiny are: /p, t, c, k, f, s, š, m, n, ɲ, ŋ, r, l,
w, y/. The vowel phonemes of this languages are: /i, e, a, o, u, ɨ, ə, ɑ, ii, ee, aa,
oo, uu/. Kupsapiny makes a four-way tonal distinction: high (ˊ), mid (no marking),
low (ˋ), and falling (̂ ).

Kupsapiny is an agglutinating language, which uses both prefixes and suffixes.
(Nevertheless, somemorphemes are portmanteau.) It shows head-marking properties.

Kupsapiny has two cases – the nominative case and the absolute case – and
distinguishes them by means of tone. As shown in Table 1, these case forms are
different. In his discussion of the marked nominative case, Dixon (1994: 65) states
as follows: “some Nilotic languages have a case system marked by tone in which
accusative [i.e. what the present author calls the absolute case in Kupsapiny] is the
unmarked term, e.g. it is used in citation”. (König (2006, 2008) provides discus-
sions of the marked nominative case in Africa.) However, in Kupsapiny, as far as
tone is concerned, it is difficult to say which case is marked and which case is
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742 Kazuhiro Kawachi

Tab. 1: Tone patterns of absolute and nominative case forms.

Absolute case Nominative case

tàrtet LM tártet HM ‘bird’
wààrwet LLM wáárwet HHM ‘goat’
piikó MMH pííko HHM ‘people’
cìtò LL cíto HM ‘person’
cepto MM cépto HM ‘girl’
peeko MMM pééko HHM ‘water’
tariya MMM táriya HMM ‘white ant’

unmarked. Nevertheless, in terms of function, the absolute case has a wider range
of uses than the nominative case. Thus, it is possible to say that the absolute case
is functionally unmarked, and that the nominative case is functionally marked. In
this respect, this language has a marked-nominative system.

In Kupsapiny, a verb has to carry a tense prefix or a participle prefix, both of
which inflect for the person or the person-and-number of the subject (e.g. ku-
‘PTCP.3’ in 4.2.2-(2-1-2-2-a)). The tense categories are distant past, recent past, today
past, present, and future. A verb can also use the negative prefix. Inflectional suf-
fixes are those for aspect, for the person-and-number of the object (e.g. -íŋ ‘2SG’ in
4.2.5-(2-1-5-2-a)), and for that of the indirect object (e.g. -cì ‘to.3’ in 4.2.3-(2-1-3-2-a)).
When the object suffix does not occur, most verbs must take a suffix for the person
or the person-and-number of the subject. Verbal derivational suffixes include those
for paths of motion (‘along’, ‘from’, and ‘via’/‘through’/‘over’), deixis of motion,
reflexive, anti-causative, and intransitivization.

Kupsapiny is mostly configurational, though it bears some non-configurational
characteristics. It follows the relatively rigid word order of VSO. Nevertheless, VOS
is used when the subject is a full noun and the object is a pronoun or when the
subject is a third person and the object is the first or second person. Moreover, VOS
is often preferred over VSO when the subject is non-human and the object is hu-
man. (In all the instances where VOS is used or preferred, the subject is lower
than the object on Silverstein’s (1976: 122) noun phrase hierarchy.) Kupsapiny has
prepositions (am/om ‘at, from’, kucakey ‘from, since’, akay/akoy ‘up to, until’, paka
‘up to, until’, kupa ‘for’), but no postpositions. In this language, nouns precede
noun modifiers (adjectives, numerals, relative clauses, genitive nouns).

Kupsapiny has no grammatical gender. In some of the examples in the present
chapter, s/he or him/her is used as an English translation of the Kupsapiny third
person pronoun, which is gender-neutral.

Kupsapiny is primarily a spoken language, though it has a writing system.
I collected all the examples in this chapter from my two consultants (main consul-
tant: Chebet Francis) by means of oral elicitation. The data presented below were
obtained by employing “Questionnaire for levels in clause linkage” (T. Tsunoda,
this volume-a).
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# Subordination, coordination, a combination of
subordination and coordination, and parataxis

In Kupsapiny, all the clause linkage markers (“CLMs”) are conjunctions. Verbal
morphology is not used as a CLM (cf. T. Tsunoda & M. Tsunoda (this volume, 3.1)).
Some of the CLMs each have multiple forms, not just one form.

#.! Subordination
The CLMs for subordination that are relevant to the theme of the present volume
(i.e. causals, conditionals, and concessives) are listed below.

(a) Causals:
amɲe ‘because’.

(b) Conditionals:
(b-1) yèè/yòò ‘if’ (for realizable or possible conditions).
(b-2) nto/nte ‘if’ (for counterfactual, unrealizable, or unlikely conditions).

(c) Concessives:
nkàl (kot) ‘although, even though’ (and also ‘even if’ (concessive conditional)).

In Kupsapiny, a subordinate clause marker occurs at the beginning of a subor-
dinate clause. Subordinate clauses usually cannot stand by themselves without the
main clause, except that a conditional clause could be insubordinated (Evans 2007)
to serve as an independent utterance for various situations (e.g. making a request,
asking for permission, making an offer, giving advice, expressing one’s obligation,
giving a warning) (Kawachi 2015).

Different types of subordinate constructions differ in the possible orders of the
main and the subordinate clauses. The causal, conditional, and concessive con-
structions all allow both orders. Subordinate constructions also differ as to whether
the verbs of the main and the subordinate clauses are in one of their tensed forms
or in one of their participle forms. The causal, conditional, and concessive con-
structions all have the following possibilities. (See Kawachi (2013, 2015) for details.)

Main − Subordinate order:
M (a tensed verb) − S (a tensed verb or a participle).

Subordinate − Main order:
S (a tensed verb) − M (a tensed verb).

All the examples in the present chapter use tensed forms in both clauses.
There is another property of the causal, conditional, and concessive construc-

tions that share with most other subordinate constructions, namely the topicaliza-
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tion with the topic marker kulè in the subordinate-main clause order (“S–M”). In
this language, the topic marker kulè, which seems to originate from a verb of say-
ing (Kawachi 2012), occurs at the end of a topicalized constituent (a noun phrase
and an adverbial clause). When the clause order is S–M, the subordinate clause is
normally topicalized. (My consultants find the topicalized constructions with the
S–M order at least more acceptable than those not topicalized.)

#." Coordination
Kupsapiny has the following coordinating conjunctions for the three semantic
areas examined:

(a) Causals:
(a-1) pawuló ‘that is why’.
(a-2) kúɲi/kíɲi/kúɲo/kíɲo ‘so, therefore’.

(b) Conditionals:
None.

(c) Concessives:
nteené ‘but’.

Note that there is no coordinate CLM that has a conditional meaning.
The coordinate constructions in Kupsapiny have three properties in common.

First, the order of two clauses cannot be flipped without affecting the meaning of
the whole sentence. Second, the verbs in the two clauses have to be or can be both
tensed. Third, the topic marker kulè cannot topicalize either clause.

As seen above, Kupsapiny has the following number of CLMs: (i) subordina-
tion: one for causals, two for conditionals, and one for concessives, and (ii) coordi-
nation: two for causals, none for conditionals, and one for concessives.

(1) Number of the types of CLMs
Subordination: conditionals (2) > causals (1), concessives (1)
Coordination: causals (2) > concessives (1) > conditionals (0)
Total: causals (3) > conditionals (2), concessives (2)

Thus, the causal CLMs outnumber the conditional and the concessive CLMs,
though the difference is very small. (As noted at the beginning of Section 3, some
of the CLMs each have multiple forms, and the numbers of types of CLMs, rather
than the number of CLMs, are at issue here.)

#.# Combination of subordination and coordination
There are concessive sentences that contain both the subordinating CLM nkàl (kot)
‘although, even though’ (3.1) and the coordinating CLM nteené ‘but’ (3.2). They
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involve a combination of subordination and coordination, not just subordination
or just coordination. They will be discussed in 6.4.

#.$ Parataxis
Parataxis is formed by means of the juxtaposition of clauses without any overt
CLM. Parataxis usually presents events in the temporal order. The meaning of the
construction as a whole is normally inferred from the semantic relation between
the clauses as well as from the discourse context. Parataxis can have a causal
meaning (4.5) and a concessive meaning (6.5), but cannot have a conditional
meaning.

We now examine how the five levels in clause linkage are expressed in Kupsa-
piny. The results are summarized in Table 2 in 7.1.

$ Causals
$.! Introductory notes
As seen above, for causals, Kupsapiny has one subordinating CLM and two coordi-
nating CLMs. Parataxis can also have a causal meaning

The subordinating amɲe ‘because’ is made up of the preposition am ‘at, from’
and ɲe, the relative clause marker for a singular referent. Relative clauses can be
formed without a head noun to constitute a noun phrase without a head noun (Dryer
2004). Thus, the literal meaning of amɲe ‘because’ is ‘at/from the fact which …’.

The coordinating pawuló ‘that is why’ occurs between the two clauses: a causal
clause and an effect clause. It can occur by itself, i.e. pawuló. It can also be preced-
ed by the third-person participle or recent past prefix ku- to form ku-pawuló, which
is the more commonly used form. These two forms are used regardless of the tense
and the person of the subject of either clause. The CLM pawuló ‘that is why’ can
also be preceded by some other tense suffix, which agrees with the subject of the
clause following it (e.g. kya-pawuló ‘D.PST.1SG/2PL-that.is.why’).

The coordinating kúɲi/kíɲi/kúɲo/kíɲo ‘so, therefore’ contains the third-person
participle or recent past prefix ku- or the third-person distant past prefix ki-,
though ɲi/ɲo is a cranberry morpheme. The prefix is invariantly in the third person,
and does not agree with any constituent in the construction. (The function of this
prefix is not understood well.)

Kupsapiny examples of subordination, coordination, and parataxis for causals
are shown below. Each questionnaire sentence (cf. “Questionnaire for levels in
clause linkage” (T. Tsunoda, this volume-a)) is followed by its Kupsapiny exam-
ples. For each of the examples in 4.2, the context that I presented to the consultants
is also given. (This applies to 5.2 and 6.2 as well.)
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$." Causals (1): subordination with aaammmɲɲɲeee ‘because’
The subordinating CLM amɲe ‘because’ is acceptable at all the five levels, regard-
less of clause order. According to my main consultant, both the S–M clause order
and the M–S clause order are equally acceptable and equally common. Due to
space considerations, only examples with the S–M clause order are presented be-
low, except that (2-1-1-1-b) is given as an example of the M–S order. Another example
of the M–S order is (2) in 4.2.5.

$.".! Causals Level I: aaammmɲɲɲeee

Subordinate clause: situation. Main clause: situation.

(2-1-1-1) Because the rain fell, the ground is wet.
Context: The speaker explains to the listener why the ground is wet.

(2-1-1-1-a) amɲe kaa-roopén kulè, nùnaat ŋùɲit.
because T.PST.3-rain TOP wet ground.NOM
‘Because it rained, the ground is wet.’ (S–M)

(2-1-1-1-b) nùnaat ŋùɲit amɲe kaa-roopén.
wet ground.NOM because T.PST.3-rain
‘The ground is wet, because it rained.’ (M–S)

(2-1-1-2) Because the child is hungry, s/he is crying.
Context: The speaker explains to the listener why the child is crying.

(2-1-1-2-a) àmɲe ø-mííte k-woom-è lekwèt rúpet kulè,
because PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-eat-IPFV child hunger.NOM TOP
ø-miite ku-riir-è.
PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-cry-IPFV
‘Because the child is hungry, s/he is crying.’
(lit. ‘Because hunger is eating the child, s/he is crying.’) (S–M)

(“lit.” indicates a more literal translation.)

$."." Causals Level II: aaammmɲɲɲeee

Subordinate clause: situation. Main clause: situation + judgment.

(2-1-2-1) Because the rain fell, the ground must be wet.
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Context: The speaker, who does not know whether the ground is wet or not,
guesses the wet condition of the ground from the rain that they had, and reports
it to the listener. (For example, the speaker is in a position to decide whether a
soccer game should be held.)

(2-1-2-1-a) àmɲe káá-roopen kulè, páka nùnààt ŋùɲit.
because T.PST.3-rain TOP probably wet ground.NOM
‘Because it rained, the ground is probably wet.’ (S–M)

(2-1-2-2) Because the rain is falling, he has to stay in the house.
Context: The speaker explains to the listener why s/he (a third person) has to stay
in the house.

(2-1-2-2-a) amɲe ø-mííte kù-ròòpàn-è kulè, yeme kù-puur
because PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-rain-IPFV TOP have.to PTCP.3-stay
neetó kó.
3SG.NOM house
‘Because it is raining, s/he has to stay in the house.’ (S–M)

$.".# Causals Level III: aaammmɲɲɲeee

Subordinate clause: situation. Main clause: situation + interpersonal effect.

(2-1-3-1) Don’t go out because the rain is falling.
Context: The speaker (for example, a parent) orders the listener (for example, his/
her child) not to go out, and explains the reason to him/her (the listener).

(2-1-3-1-a) amɲe ø-mííte kù-ròòpàn-è kulè, mèèntè wo
because PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-rain-IPFV TOP PROH go.IMP.2SG
sáŋ.
outside
‘Because it is raining, do not go outside.’ (S–M)

(2-1-3-2) Give the child food because s/he is hungry.
Context: The speaker orders the listener (for example, the speaker’s spouse) to give
the child food, and explains the reason to him/her.

(2-1-3-2-a) amɲe ø-mííte k-wòòm-è lekwèt rúpet kulè,
because PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-eat-IPFV child hunger.NOM TOP
koo-cì àmik.
give.IMP.2SG-to.3 food.PL
‘Because the child is hungry, give him/her food.’
(lit. ‘Because hunger is eating the child, give him/her food.’) (S–M)
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$.".$ Causals Level IV: aaammmɲɲɲeee

Subordinate clause: premise. Main clause: judgment.

In some (and possibly many) of the languages investigated in the present volume,
there are sentences at Level IV that are unacceptable by themselves but that be-
come acceptable if, for example, a clause that means ‘I think’ is added to the main
clause. (This issue will be discussed in 7.2.)

At Level IV in Kupsapiny, the causal subordinating amɲe ‘because’ is perfectly
acceptable by itself, irrespective of the clause order. See (2-1-4-1-a) and (2-1-4-2-a).
The addition of a clause that means ‘I think’ to the main clause makes it clear that
these sentences are intended for Level IV. All of the resultant sentences were
judged perfectly acceptable by the two consultants, irrespective of the clause order.
See (2-1-4-1-a’) and (2-1-4-2-a’).

(2-1-4-1) Because the ground is wet, rain fell.
Intended meaning: BECAUSE the ground is wet, I GUESS/SUPPOSE/
INFER/CONCLUDE THAT rain fell.

Context: The speaker, who finds the ground wet and infers from it that it rained,
reports it to the listener.

(2-1-4-1-a) amɲe nùnaat ŋùɲit kulè, kaa-ròòpen.
because wet ground.NOM TOP T.PST.3-rain
‘Because the ground is wet, it rained.’ (S–M)

(2-1-4-1-a’) amɲe nùnaat ŋùɲit kulè, a-soot-é kulè
because wet ground.NOM TOP PRS.1SG-think-IPFV COMP
kaa-roopen.
T.PST.3-rain
‘Because the ground is wet, I think that it rained.’ (S–M)

(2-1-4-2) Because he is alive, the doctor saved him.
Intended meaning: BECAUSE he is alive, I GUESS/SUPPOSE/INFER/
CONCLUDE THAT the doctor saved him.

Context: The speaker, who finds someone alive and infers from it that the doctor
saved him/her, reports it to the listener.

(2-1-4-2-a) amɲe sàpoot nèèto kulè, ke-sóp-ø nakutoorintét.
because alive 3SG.NOM TOP T.PST.3-save-3 doctor.NOM
‘Because s/hei is alive, the doctorj saved him/heri.’ (S–M)

(2-1-4-2-a’) amɲe sàpoot nèèto kulè, a-soot-é kulè
because alive 3SG.NOM TOP PRS.1SG-think-IPFV COMP
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ke-sóp-ø nakutoorintét.
T.PST.3-save-3 doctor.NOM
‘Because s/hei is alive, I think that the doctorj saved him/heri.’ (S–M)

$.".% Causals Level V: aaammmɲɲɲeee

Subordinate clause: premise. Main clause: speech act.

In some of the languages investigated in the present volume, there are sentences
at Level V that are unacceptable by themselves but that become acceptable if, for
example, a clause that means ‘I say/tell’ is added to the main clause. (This issue
will be discussed in 7.3.)

At Level V in Kupsapiny, the subordinating amɲe ‘because’ is perfectly accept-
able by itself, irrespective of the clause order. See (2-1-5-1-a) and (2-1-5-2-a). The
addition of a clause that means ‘I tell you’ to the main clause makes it clear that
these sentences are intended for Level V. All of the resultant sentences were judged
perfectly acceptable, irrespective of the clause order. See (2-1-5-1-a’) and (2-1-5-2-a’).

(2-1-5-1) There is food here, because you are looking for food.
Intended meaning: BECAUSE you are looking for food, I SAY TO YOU
‘There is food here’.

Context: The speakeri sees the listenerj looking for food, and kindly informs him/
herj that there is food near himself/herselfi.

(2-1-5-1-a) amɲe ø-mííte ɲi ø-cééɲ-e amík
because PRS.2SG-exist 2SG.NOM PTCP.2SG-look.for-IPFV food.PL
kulè, ø-miite amìk yù.
TOP PRS.3-exist food.PL.NOM here
‘Because you (SG) are looking for food, there is food here.’ (S–M)

(2-1-5-1-a’) amɲe ø-mííte ɲi ø-cééɲ-e amík
because PRS.2SG-exist 2SG.NOM PTCP.2SG-look.for-IPFV food.PL
kulè, à-mwow-uŋ kulè ø-miite amìk yù.
TOP PRS.1SG-tell-2SG COMP PRS.3-exist food.PL.NOM here
‘Because you (SG) are looking for food, I tell you that there is food
here.’ (S–M)

(2-1-5-2) There is water here, because you are/look thirsty.
Intended meaning: BECAUSE you are/look thirsty, I SAY TO YOU ‘There
is water here’.

Context: The speakeri finds the listenerj thirsty, and kindly informs him/herj that
there is water near himself/herselfi.
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(2-1-5-2-a) amɲe karkéy ɲee ø-miite k-woom-íŋ màlallya
because like REL.SG PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-eat(IPFV)-2SG thirst.NOM
kulè, ø-miite peekò yù.
TOP PRS.3-exist water.NOM here
‘Because you look thirsty, there is water here.’
(lit. ‘Because it is like thirst is eating you (SG), there is water here.’)
(S–M)

(2-1-5-2-a’) amɲe karkéy ɲee ø-miite k-woom-íŋ
because like REL.SG PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-eat(IPFV)-2SG
màlallya kulè, à-mwow-uŋ kulè ø-miite peekò
thirst.NOM TOP PRS.1SG-tell-2SG COMP PRS.3-exist water.NOM
yù.
here
‘Because you look thirsty, I tell you that there is water here.’
(lit. ‘Because it is like thirst is eating you (SG), I tell you that there is
water here.’) (S–M)

In the examples of (2-1-5-2) given above and also in the examples of (2-1-5-2)
given in 4.3.5 and 4.4.5, the clause ‘you are thirsty’ (ø-miite k-woom-íŋ màlallya
[PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-eat(IPFV)-2SG thirst.NOM]) could be used when the speaker
already knows that the listener is thirsty (for example, after hearing from the listen-
er that s/he is thirsty); otherwise, it is more appropriate to say ‘you look thirsty’
(karkéy ɲee ø-miite k-woom-íŋ màlallya [like REL.SG PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-eat(IPFV)-
2SG thirst.NOM]). A similar phenomenon is observed in Sidaama (Kawachi, this
volume, 4.4), Thai (T. Tsunoda in collaboration with K. Takahashi, this volume,
4.6), and English (T. Tsunoda, this volume-b, 4.1.5).

One of my consultants mentioned (2) as an utterance that, according to her, a
parent might give to his/her children in everyday life. It is a fine example of causals
at Level V. ((2) is an example of the M–S order.)

(2) ø-miite kárik yu amɲe mac-é kulè a-yiiše.
PRS.3-exist money here because be.necessary-IPFV COMP PTCP.2PL-use
‘Here is money because it is necessary for you (PL) to use it.’ (M–S)

$.# Causals (2): coordination with pppaaawwwuuulllóóó ‘that is why’

$.#.! Introductory notes

Each questionnaire sentence (written in English) involves subordination, consisting
of the subordinate clause and the main clause. For example, in the questionnaire
sentence (2-1-1-1) “Because the rain fell, the ground is wet” (see 4.2.1), “because the
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rain fell” is the subordinate clause and “the ground is wet” is the main clause.
When the CLM employed is a subordinating one, “subordinate clause” and “main
clause” can be used when characterizing the five levels. For example, in 4.2.1, where
the CLM is the subordinating amɲe ‘because’, Level I is characterized as follows.

Subordinate clause: situation. Main clause: situation.

However, where the CLM employed is a coordinating one, obviously “subordinate
clause” and “main clause” cannot be used. In view of this, for causals, where coor-
dination is employed, I use “causal clause” and “effect clause”, in place of “subor-
dinate clause” and “main clause”. For example, in the first of the two questionnaire
sentences at each level, “causal clause” and “effect clause” refer to the clauses
listed below.

Level I (4.3.1): (2-1-1-1) Because the rain fell, the ground is wet.
Causal clause: “the rain fell”.
Effect clause: “the ground is wet”.

Level II (4.3.2): (2-1-2-1) Because the rain fell, the ground must be wet.
Causal clause: “the rain fell”.
Effect clause: “the ground must be wet”.

Level III (4.3.3): (2-1-3-1) Don’t go out because the rain is falling.
Causal clause: “the rain is falling”.
Effect clause: “don’t go out”.

Level IV (4.3.4): (2-1-4-1) Because the ground is wet, rain fell.
Intended meaning: BECAUSE the ground is wet, I GUESS/

SUPPOSE/INFER/CONCLUDE THAT rain fell.
Causal clause: “the ground is wet”.
Effect clause: “rain fell”.

Level V (4.3.5): There is food here, because you are looking for food.
Intended meaning: BECAUSE you are looking for food, I SAY TO

YOU ‘There is food here’.
Causal clause: “you are looking for food”.
Effect clause: “there is food here”.

That is, “causal clause” corresponds to the clause in the questionnaire sentence that
immediately follows “because”, while “effect clause” corresponds to the other clause.

However, strictly speaking, “causal clause” and “effect clause” are unsuitable
for Level IV and Level V. The reason for this is as follows. (See T. Tsunoda & M.
Tsunoda (this volume, 8.7).) At Levels I, II, and III, a “causal clause” and an “effect
clause” constitute a cause-and-effect relationship. For example, at Level I, the rain-
fall is the cause of the wetness of the ground. However, this does not apply to Level
IV or Level V. At Level IV, the wetness of the ground and rainfall do not constitute
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a cause-and-effect relationship. The wetness of the ground is not the cause of rain-
fall. “BECAUSE …” and “I GUESS/SUPPOSE/INFER/CONCLUDE” constitute this re-
lationship. “BECAUSE …” is the cause of “I GUESS/SUPPOSE/INFER/CONCLUDE”.
Similarly, at Level V, “your” search for food and the presence of food do not form
this relationship. “Your” search for food is not the cause of the existence of food.
“BECAUSE …” and “I SAY TO YOU” constitute this relationship. “BECAUSE …” is
the cause of “I SAY TO YOU”.

Compare Level I and Level IV. It might look as if the cause-and-effect relation
at Level I (“the rain fell” and “the ground is wet”) were reversed at Level IV (“the
ground is wet” and “rain fell”). However, this is not the case. (See Sweetser (1990:
77).) As noted above, at Level IV, “the ground is wet” and “rain fell” do not consti-
tute a cause-and-effect relationship.

To sum up, “causal clause” and “effect clause” are suitable for Levels I, II, and
III, but they are unsuitable for Levels IV and V. I use “causal clause” and “effect
clause” in the absence of any better labels. (In the coordination for concessives
(6.3), I use “concession clause” and “result clause”, in place of “subordinate
clause” and “main clause”.)

We now present examples of the coordinating pawuló ‘that is why’. This CLM
is acceptable at Levels I, II, and III. At Level IV, it is marginally acceptable at best,
but it becomes acceptable if a clause that means ‘I think’ is added to the effect
clause. At Level V, it is marginally acceptable, but it becomes acceptable if a clause
that means ‘I tell’ is added to the effect clause. (The examples of the CLM pawuló
below all use its third-person participle or recent past form, ku-pawuló, but it could
be replaced by pawuló or its tensed variant that agrees in tense and person with
the clause following it, without affecting the acceptability of any example.)

$.#." Causals Level I: pppaaawwwuuulllóóó

Causal clause: situation. Effect clause: situation.

(2-1-1-1) Because the rain fell, the ground is wet.
(2-1-1-1-a) kaa-roopén, ku-pawuló nùnaat ŋùɲit.

T.PST.3-rain PTCP.3/R.PST.3-that.is.why wet ground.NOM
‘It rained; that is why the ground is wet.’

(2-1-1-2) Because the child is hungry, s/he is crying.
(2-1-1-2-a) ø-mííte k-woom-è lekwèt rúpet,

PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-eat-IPFV child hunger.NOM
ku-pawuló ø-miite ku-riir-è.
PTCP.3/R.PST.3-that.is.why PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-cry-IPFV
‘The child is hungry; that is why s/he is crying.’
(lit. ‘Hunger is eating the child; that is why s/he is crying.’)
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$.#.# Causals Level II: pppaaawwwuuulllóóó

Causal clause: situation. Effect clause: situation + judgment.

(2-1-2-1) Because the rain fell, the ground must be wet.
(2-1-2-1-a) káá-roopen, ku-pawuló páka nùnààt ŋùɲit.

T.PST.3-rain PTCP.3/R.PST.3-that.is.why probably wet ground.NOM
‘It rained; that is why the ground is probably wet.’

(2-1-2-2) Because the rain is falling, he has to stay in the house.
(2-1-2-2-a) ø-mííte kù-ròòpàn-è, ku-pawuló yeme

PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-rain-IPFV PTCP.3/R.PST.3-that.is.why have.to
kù-puur neetó kó.
PTCP.3-stay 3SG.NOM house
‘It is raining; that is why s/he has to stay in the house.’

$.#.$ Causals Level III: pppaaawwwuuulllóóó

Causal clause: situation. Effect clause: situation + interpersonal effect.

(2-1-3-1) Don’t go out because the rain is falling.
(2-1-3-1-a) ø-mííte kù-ròòpàn-è, ku-pawuló mèèntè

PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-rain-IPFV PTCP.3/R.PST.3-that.is.why PROH
wo sáŋ.
go.IMP.2SG outside
‘It is raining; that is why do not go outside.’

(2-1-3-2) Give the child food because s/he is hungry.
(2-1-3-2-a) ø-mííte k-wòòm-è lekwèt rúpet,

PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-eat-IPFV child hunger.NOM
ku-pawuló koo-cì àmik.
PTCP.3/R.PST.3-that.is.why give.IMP.2SG-to.3 food.PL
‘The child is hungry; that is why give him/her food.’
(lit. ‘Hunger is eating the child; that is why give him/her food.’)

$.#.% Causals Level IV: pppaaawwwuuulllóóó

Causal clause: premise. Effect clause: judgment.

Recall that, strictly speaking, “causal clause” and “effect clause” are unsuitable
for Level IV. See 4.3.1.
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At Level IV, the acceptability of the coordinating pawuló ‘that is why’ is as
follows. (2-1-4-1-a) is not perfectively acceptable. One of my consultants states that,
in the pawuló construction, the event of the causal clause has to be a reason for
the event of the effect clause, and that the wetness of the ground cannot be a
reason that it rained. (This statement shows exactly why “causal clause” and “ef-
fect clause” are unsuitable for Level IV.) (2-1-4-2-a) is not acceptable as a Level IV
example; nevertheless, a cause-and-effect interpretation is possible. On the other
hand, (2-1-4-1-a’) and (2-1-4-2-a’), in which a clause for ‘I think’ is added to the effect
clause, are both acceptable as examples for Level IV. The addition of this clause
makes it clear that these sentences are intended for Level IV.

(2-1-4-1) Because the ground is wet, rain fell.
Intended meaning: BECAUSE the ground is wet, I GUESS/SUPPOSE/
INFER/CONCLUDE THAT rain fell.

(2-1-4-1-a) ?nùnaat ŋùɲit, ku-pawuló kaa-ròòpen.
wet ground.NOM PTCP.3/R.PST.3-that.is.why T.PST.3-rain
‘The ground is wet; that is why it rained.’

(2-1-4-1-a’) nùnaat ŋùɲit, ku-pawuló a-soot-é
wet ground.NOM PTCP.3/R.PST.3-that.is.why PRS.1SG-think-IPFV
kulè kaa-ròòpen.
COMP T.PST.3-rain
‘The ground is wet; that is why I think that it rained.’

(2-1-4-2) Because he is alive, the doctor saved him.
Intended meaning: BECAUSE he is alive, I GUESS/SUPPOSE/INFER/
CONCLUDE THAT the doctor saved him.

(2-1-4-2-a) #sàpoot nèèto, ku-pawuló ke-sóp-ø
alive 3SG.NOM PTCP.3/R.PST.3-that.is.why T.PST.3-save-3
nakutoorintét.
doctor.NOM
LT: ‘S/he is alive; that is why the doctor saved him/her.’
FT: ‘S/he is/was alive; that is the reason that the doctor saved him/her.
(If s/he had not been alive, the doctor would not have saved him/her.’)

(“#” indicates the following: this sentence is unacceptable for the intended mean-
ing, but it can have some other meaning.)

(2-1-4-2-a’) sàpoot nèèto, ku-pawuló a-soot-é
alive 3SG.NOM PTCP.3/R.PST.3-that.is.why PRS.1SG-think-IPFV
kulè ke-sóp-ø nakutoorintét.
COMP T.PST.3-save-3 doctor.NOM
‘S/he is alive; that is why I think that the doctor saved him/her.’
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$.#.& Causals Level V: pppaaawwwuuulllóóó

Causal clause: premise. Effect clause: speech act.

Recall that, strictly speaking, “causal clause” and “effect clause” are unsuitable
for Level V. See 4.3.1.

We turn now to the acceptability of the coordinating pawuló ‘that is why’.
(2-1-5-1-a) and (2-1-5-2-a) are not perfectly acceptable. According to one of my con-
sultants, these sentences sound as if they were saying that the food has appeared
by itself because the listener is looking for food, and that the water has appeared
by itself because the listener is looking for water, respectively. Another consultant
states that unlike what (2-1-5-1-a) and (2-1-5-2-a) may mean, the listener’s looking for
food and the listener’s looking thirsty cannot be a reason for the existence of the
food near the speaker and a reason for the existence of the water near the speaker,
respectively. (These remarks by the consultants show exactly why “causal clause”
and “effect clause” are unsuitable for Level V.) These sentences become acceptable
if a clause that means ‘I tell you’ is added to the effect clause, as in (2-1-5-1-a’) and
(2-1-5-2-a’).

(2-1-5-1) There is food here, because you are looking for food.
Intended meaning: BECAUSE you are looking for food, I SAY TO YOU
‘There is food here’.

(2-1-5-1-a) ?ø-mííte ɲi ø-cééɲ-e amík,
PRS.2SG-exist 2SG.NOM PTCP.2SG-look.for-IPFV food.PL
ku-pawuló ø-miite amìk yù.
PTCP.3/R.PST.3-that.is.why PRS.3-exist food.PL.NOM here
‘You (SG) are looking for food; that is why there is food here.’

(2-1-5-1-a’) ø-mííte ɲi ø-cééɲ-e amík,
PRS.2SG-exist 2SG.NOM PTCP.2SG-look.for-IPFV food.PL
ku-pawuló à-mwow-uŋ kulè ø-miite
PTCP.3/R.PST.3-that.is.why PRS.1SG-tell-2SG COMP PRS.3-exist
amìk yù.
food.PL.NOM here
‘You (SG) are looking for food; that is why I tell you that there is food
here.’

(2-1-5-2) There is water here, because you are/look thirsty.
Intended meaning: BECAUSE you are/look thirsty, I SAY TO YOU ‘There
is water here’.
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(2-1-5-2-a) ?karkéy ɲee ø-miite k-woom-íŋ màlallya,
like REL.SG PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-eat(IPFV)-2SG thirst.NOM
ku-pawuló ø-miite peekò yù.
PTCP.3/R.PST.3-that.is.why PRS.3-exist water here
‘You look thirsty; that is why there is water here.’

(2-1-5-2-a’) karkéy ɲee ø-miite k-woom-íŋ màlallya,
like REL.SG PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-eat(IPFV)-2SG thirst.NOM
ku-pawuló à-mwow-uŋ kulè ø-miite peekò
PTCP.3/R.PST.3-that.is.why PRS.1SG-tell-2SG COMP PRS.3-exist water
yù.
here
‘You look thirsty; that is why I tell you that there is water here.’

$.$ Causals (3): coordination with kkkúúúɲɲɲiii/kkkíííɲɲɲiii/kkkúúúɲɲɲooo/kkkíííɲɲɲooo
‘so, therefore’

In 4.4, as in 4.3, I deal with a coordinating CLM, and I use “causal clause” and
“effect clause”, not “subordinate clause” and “main clause”, in the absence of
better labels. See 4.3.1.

The coordinating kúɲi/kíɲi/kúɲo/kíɲo ‘so, therefore’ is acceptable at all the five
levels. At Level IV, it is acceptable regardless of the use of a clause for ‘I think’. At
Level V, it is acceptable regardless of the use of a clause for ‘I tell’. (In all the
following examples, kúɲi is used, but could be replaced by any of the other three
forms without affecting the acceptability of any example.)

$.$.! Causals Level I: kkkúúúɲɲɲiii/kkkíííɲɲɲiii/kkkúúúɲɲɲooo/kkkíííɲɲɲooo

Causal clause: situation. Effect clause: situation.

(2-1-1-1) Because the rain fell, the ground is wet.
(2-1-1-1-a) kaa-roopén, kúɲi nùnaat ŋùɲit.

T.PST.3-rain so wet ground.NOM
‘It rained, so the ground is wet.’

(2-1-1-2) Because the child is hungry, s/he is crying.
(2-1-1-2-a) ø-mííte k-woom-è lekwèt rúpet, kúɲi ø-miite

PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-eat-IPFV child hunger.NOM so PRS.3-exist
ku-riir-è.
PTCP.3-cry-IPFV
‘The child is hungry, so s/he is crying.’
(lit. ‘Hunger is eating the child, so s/he is crying.’)
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$.$." Causals Level II: kkkúúúɲɲɲiii/kkkíííɲɲɲiii/kkkúúúɲɲɲooo/kkkíííɲɲɲooo

Causal clause: situation. Effect clause: situation + judgment.

(2-1-2-1) Because the rain fell, the ground must be wet.

(2-1-2-1-a) káá-roopen, kúɲi páka nùnààt ŋùɲit.
T.PST.3-rain so probably wet ground.NOM
‘It rained, so the ground is probably wet.’

(2-1-2-2) Because the rain is falling, he has to stay in the house.

(2-1-2-2-a) ø-mííte kù-ròòpàn-è, kúɲi yeme kù-puur neetó
PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-rain-IPFV so have.to PTCP.3-stay 3SG.NOM
kó.
house
‘It is raining, so s/he has to stay in the house.’

$.$.# Causals Level III: kkkúúúɲɲɲiii/kkkíííɲɲɲiii/kkkúúúɲɲɲooo/kkkíííɲɲɲooo

Causal clause: situation. Effect clause: situation + interpersonal effect.

(2-1-3-1) Don’t go out because the rain is falling.

(2-1-3-1-a) ø-mííte kù-ròòpàn-è, kúɲi mèèntè wo sáŋ.
PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-rain-IPFV so PROH go.IMP.2SG outside
‘It is raining, so do not go outside.’

(2-1-3-2) Give the child food because s/he is hungry.

(2-1-3-2-a) ø-mííte k-wòòm-è lekwèt rúpet, kúɲi
PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-eat-IPFV child hunger.NOM so
koo-cì àmik.
give.IMP.2SG-to.3 food.PL
‘The child is hungry, so give him/her food.’
(lit. ‘Hunger is eating the child, so give him/her food.’)

$.$.$ Causals Level IV: kkkúúúɲɲɲiii/kkkíííɲɲɲiii/kkkúúúɲɲɲooo/kkkíííɲɲɲooo

Causal clause: premise. Effect clause: judgment.

The use of this set of CLMs is acceptable at Level IV, regardless of the addition of
an expression for ‘I think’ to the effect clause.
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(2-1-4-1) Because the ground is wet, rain fell.
Intended meaning: BECAUSE the ground is wet, I GUESS/SUPPOSE/
INFER/CONCLUDE THAT rain fell.

(2-1-4-1-a) nùnaat ŋùɲit, kúɲi kaa-ròòpen.
wet ground.NOM so T.PST.3-rain
‘The ground is wet, so it rained.’

(2-1-4-1-a’) nùnaat ŋùɲit, kúɲi a-soot-é kulè kaa-ròòpen.
wet ground.NOM so PRS.1SG-think-IPFV COMP T.PST.3-rain
‘The ground is wet, so I think that it rained.’

(2-1-4-2) Because he is alive, the doctor saved him.
Intended meaning: BECAUSE he is alive, I GUESS/SUPPOSE/INFER/
CONCLUDE THAT the doctor saved him.

(2-1-4-2-a) sàpoot nèèto, kúɲi ke-sóp-ø nakutoorintét.
alive 3SG.NOM so T.PST.3-save-3 doctor.NOM
‘S/he is alive, so the doctor saved him/her.’

(2-1-4-2-a’) sàpoot nèèto, kúɲi a-soot-é kulè ke-sóp-ø
alive 3SG.NOM so PRS.1SG-think-IPFV COMP T.PST.3-save-3
nakutoorintét.
doctor.NOM
‘S/he is alive, so I think that the doctor saved him/her.’

$.$.% Causals Level V: kkkúúúɲɲɲiii/kkkíííɲɲɲiii/kkkúúúɲɲɲooo/kkkíííɲɲɲooo

Causal clause: premise. Effect clause: speech act.

The use of this set of CLMs is acceptable at Level V, regardless of the addition of
an expression for ‘I tell you’ to the effect clause.

(2-1-5-1) There is food here, because you are looking for food.
Intended meaning: BECAUSE you are looking for food, I SAY TO YOU
‘There is food here’.

(2-1-5-1-a) ø-mííte ɲi ø-cééɲ-e amík, kúɲi
PRS.2SG-exist 2SG.NOM PTCP.2SG-look.for-IPFV food.PL so
ø-miite amìk yù.
PRS.3-exist food.PL.NOM here
‘You (SG) are looking for food, so there is food here.’
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(2-1-5-1-a’) ø-mííte ɲi ø-cééɲ-e amík, kúɲi
PRS.2SG-exist 2SG.NOM PTCP.2SG-look.for-IPFV food.PL so
à-mwow-uŋ kulè ø-miite amìk yù.
PRS.1SG-tell-2SG COMP PRS.3-exist food.PL.NOM here
‘You (SG) are looking for food, so I tell you that there is food here.’

(2-1-5-2) There is water here, because you are/look thirsty.
Intended meaning: BECAUSE you are/look thirsty, I SAY TO YOU ‘There
is water here’.

(2-1-5-2-a) karkéy ɲee ø-miite k-woom-íŋ màlallya, kúɲi
like REL.SG PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-eat(IPFV)-2SG thirst.NOM so
ø-miite peekò yù.
PRS.3-exist water here
‘You look thirsty, so there is water here.’

(2-1-5-2-a’) karkéy ɲee ø-miite k-woom-íŋ màlallya, kúɲi
like REL.SG PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-eat(IPFV)-2SG thirst.NOM so
a-mwow-uŋ kulè ø-miite peekò yù.
PRS.1SG-tell-2SG COMP PRS.3-exist water here
‘You look thirsty, so I tell you that there is water here.’

$.% Causals (4): parataxis
Parataxis can have a causal meaning. (It can also have a concessive meaning; see
6.5.) Parataxis for causals is acceptable at all the five levels, with a certain restric-
tion at Level I. At Level V, it can have a concessive reading, depending on the
sentence.

$.%.! Causals Level I: parataxis

(2-1-1-1-a) has a Level-I reading. However, (2-1-1-2-a), has a Level-IV reading. It is
unacceptable for a Level-I reading.

(2-1-1-1) Because the rain fell, the ground is wet.

(2-1-1-1-a) kaa-roopén, nùnaat ŋùɲit.
T.PST.3-rain. wet ground.NOM
LT: ‘It rained, the ground is wet.’
FT (Level-I reading): ‘Because it rained, the ground is wet.’

(2-1-1-2) Because the child is hungry, s/he is crying.
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(2-1-1-2-a) #ø-mííte k-woom-è lekwèt rúpet, ø-miite
PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-eat-IPFV child hunger.NOM PRS.3-exist
ku-riir-è.
PTCP.3-cry-IPFV
LT: ‘The child is hungry, s/he is crying.’
(lit. ‘Hunger is eating the child, s/he is crying.’)
FT (Level-IV reading): ‘(I think that) the child is hungry, because s/he
is crying.’

$.%." Causals Level II: parataxis

(2-1-2-1) Because the rain fell, the ground must be wet.

(2-1-2-1-a) káá-roopen, páka nùnààt ŋùɲit.
T.PST.3-rain probably wet ground.NOM
LT: ‘It rained, the ground is probably wet.’
FT: ‘Because it rained, the ground is probably wet.’

(2-1-2-2) Because the rain is falling, he has to stay in the house.

(2-1-2-2-a) ø-míítte kù-ròòpàn-è, yeme kù-puur neetó kó.
PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-rain-IPFV have.to PTCP.3-stay 3SG.NOM house
LT: ‘It is raining, s/he has to stay in the house.
FT: ‘Because it is raining, s/he has to stay in the house.’

$.%.# Causals Level III: parataxis

(2-1-3-1) Don’t go out because the rain is falling.

(2-1-3-1-a) ø-mííte kù-ròòpàn-è, mèèntè wo sáŋ.
PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-rain-IPFV PROH go.IMP.2SG outside
LT: ‘It is raining, do not go outside.’
FT: ‘Because it is raining, do not go outside.’

(2-1-3-2) Give the child food because s/he is hungry.

(2-1-3-2-a) ø-mííte k-woom-è lekwèt rupet, koo-cì
PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-eat-IPFV child hunger.NOM give.IMP.2SG-to.3
àmik.
food.PL
LT: ‘The child is hungry, give him/her food.’
(lit. ‘Because hunger is eating the child, give him/her food.’)
FT: ‘Because the child is hungry, give him/her food.’
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(2-1-3-2-b) koo-cì lekwèt àmik, ø-mííte k-wòòm-è
give.IMP.2SG-to.3 child food.PL PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-eat-IPFV
rúpet.
hunger.NOM
LT: ‘Give the child food, s/he is hungry.’
(lit. ‘Give the child food, hunger is eating him/her.’)
FT: ‘Give the child food, because s/he is hungry.’

$.%.$ Causals Level IV: parataxis

At Level IV, parataxis for causals is acceptable, regardless of the use of a clause
for ‘I think’.

(2-1-4-1) Because the ground is wet, rain fell.
Intended meaning: BECAUSE the ground is wet, I GUESS/SUPPOSE/
INFER/CONCLUDE THAT rain fell.

(2-1-4-1-a) nùnaat ŋùɲit, kaa-ròòpen.
wet ground.NOM T.PST.3-rain
LT: ‘The ground is wet, it rained.’
FT: ‘Because the ground is wet, it rained.’

(2-1-4-1-a’) nùnaat ŋùɲit, a-soot-é kulè kaa-ròòpen.
wet ground.NOM PRS.1SG-think-IPFV COMP T.PST.3-rain
LT: ‘The ground is wet, I think that it rained.’
FT: ‘Because the ground is wet, I think that it rained.’

(2-1-4-2) Because he is alive, the doctor saved him.
Intended meaning: BECAUSE he is alive, I GUESS/SUPPOSE/INFER/
CONCLUDE THAT the doctor saved him.

(2-1-4-2-a) sàpoot nèèto, ke-sóp nakutoorintét.
alive 3SG.NOM T.PST.3-save doctor.NOM
LT: ‘S/he is alive, the doctor saved him.’
FT: ‘Because s/he is alive, the doctor saved her/him.’

(2-1-4-2-a’) sàpoot nèèto, a-soot-é kulè ke-sóp
alive 3SG.NOM PRS.1SG-think-IPFV COMP T.PST.3-save
nakutoorintét.
doctor.NOM
LT: ‘S/he is alive, I think that the doctor saved him.’
FT: ‘Because s/he is alive, I think that the doctor saved her/him.’
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$.%.% Causals Level V: parataxis

At Level V, parataxis for causals is acceptable, regardless of the use of an expres-
sion for ‘I tell you’ in the second clause. (2-1-5-1-a) and (2-1-5-1-a’) can have a conces-
sive interpretation as well as a causal interpretation.

(2-1-5-1) There is food here, because you are looking for food.
Intended meaning: BECAUSE you are looking for food, I SAY TO YOU
‘There is food here’.

(2-1-5-1-a) ø-mííte ɲi ø-cééɲ-e amík, ø-miite
PRS.2SG-exist 2SG.NOM PTCP.2SG.look.for-IPFV food.PL PRS.3-exist
amìk yù.
food.PL.NOM here
LT: ‘You (SG) are looking for food. There is food here.’
FT (Causal): ‘Because you (SG) are looking for food, there is food here.’
FT (Concessive): ‘Although you (SG) are looking for food, there is food
here.’

(2-1-5-1-a’) ø-mííte ɲi ø-cééɲ-e amík,
PRS.2SG-exist 2SG.NOM PTCP.2SG-look.for-IPFV food.PL
à-mwow-uŋ kulè ø-miite amìk yù.
PRS.1SG-tell-2SG COMP PRS.3-exist food.PL.NOM here
LT: ‘You (SG) are looking for food, I tell you that there is food here.’
FT (Causal): ‘Because you (SG) are looking for food, I tell you that
there is food here.’
FT (Concessive): ‘Although you (SG) are looking for food, I tell you
that there is food here.’

(2-1-5-2) There is water here, because you are/look thirsty.
Intended meaning: BECAUSE you are/look thirsty, I SAY TO YOU ‘There
is water here’.

(2-1-5-2-a) karkéy ɲee ø-miite k-woom-íŋ màlallya,
like REL.SG PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-eat(IPFV)-2SG thirst.NOM
ø-miite peekò yù.
PRS.3-exist water here
LT: ‘You (SG) look thirsty, there is water here.’
FT: ‘Because you (SG) look thirsty, there is water here.’

(2-1-5-2-a’) karkéy ɲee ø-miite k-woom-íŋ màlallya,
like REL.SG PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-eat(IPFV)-2SG thirst.NOM
à-mwow-uŋ kulè ø-miite peekò yù.
PRS.1SG-tell-2SG COMP PRS.3-exist water here
LT: ‘You look thirsty, I tell you that there is water here.’
FT: ‘Because you look thirsty, I tell you that there is water here.’
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% Conditionals
%.! Introductory notes
Unlike the other two semantic relations, conditionals are expressed by means of
subordination only. Kupsapiny does not have any conditional CLM for coordina-
tion. Also, parataxis cannot have a conditional meaning, although it can have a
causal meaning (4.5) and a concessive meaning (6.5).

Kupsapiny has two subordinating CLMs for conditionals: yèè/yòò ‘if’ and nto/
nte ‘if’. yèè and yòò are in free variation, and so are nto and nte. yèè/yòò is used for
realizable or possible conditions, while nto/nte is used for unrealizable or unlikely
conditions at present or in the future or counter-factual conditions in the past. In
fact, yèè/yòò is polysemous. In addition to ‘if’ (conditional), it can mean ‘when’,
‘while’, ‘after’ (temporal), and ‘where’ (spatial). Kawachi (2013: 1096–1098) pro-
vides a detailed account of the differences between these two CLMs.

Because all the questionnaire sentences for conditionals concern realizable or
possible conditions, only the yèè/yòò construction can be used for them. The nto/
nte construction cannot be used for them, and it will not be dealt with in the follow-
ing.

%." Conditionals (1): subordination with yyyèèèèèè/yyyòòòòòò ‘if’
For the conditional construction with yèè/yòò, the S–M clause order and the M–S
clause order seem to be equally common. Examples of yèè/yòò ‘if/when’ are given
below only in the S–M order, due to space considerations. My consultants found
the use of yèè/yòò for any of the five levels acceptable, regardless of clause order.
This is shown in Table 2 in 7.1. At Level IV, it is acceptable irrespective of the addi-
tion of a clause that means ‘I think’ to the main clause. At Level V, it is acceptable
irrespective of the addition of a clause that means ‘I tell’ to the main clause.

%.".! Conditionals Level I: yyyèèèèèè/yyyòòòòòò

Subordinate clause: situation. Main clause: situation.

(2-2-1-1) If spring comes, flowers bloom.
Context: The speaker, who knows when/in what situations flowers bloom in the
area, informs the listener (for example, a tourist or a child) about it.

(In (2-2-1-1-a), ‘spring’, which is used in the questionnaire sentence, is replaced
by peeŋatút ‘rainy season’; in the Sebei region, there are only two seasons, the
rainy and dry seasons, and ‘spring’ cannot be translated into Kupsapiny. Note also
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that yèè/yòò, which is polysemous, has the sense of ‘when’ rather than ‘if’ in
(2-2-1-1-a), because the speaker is certain of the occurrence of the event expressed
by the yèè/yòò clause.)

(2-2-1-1-a) yòò ø-coo-nì pèèŋàtut kulè,
if/when PRS.3SG-come-IPFV rainy.season.NOM TOP
ø-yìw-u màwùwaan.
PRS.3-bloom-IPFV flowers
‘When the rainy season comes, flowers bloom.’ (S–M)

An example of Level I in which yèè/yòò has a conditional meaning (‘if’), rather
than a temporal meaning (‘when’), is given in (3).

(3) yòò ø-kàɲoot-ìŋ ŋùŋuyòòntoo-nì kulè, ø-nam-íŋ yèèset.
if PRS.3SG-bite-2SG mosquito-this TOP PRS.3SG-catch-2SG malaria
‘If this mosquito bites you (SG), you (SG) get malaria.’
(lit. ‘If this mosquito bites you (SG), malaria catches you (SG).’) (S–M)

(2-2-1-2) If it rains, I always stay in the house.
Context: The speakeri informs the listenerj of his/heri habit of staying in the house
in case of rain.

(2-2-1-2-a) yòò ø-roopàn-e kulè, à-pùùr-e àkookáy kó.
if PRS.3-rain-IPFV TOP PRS.1SG-stay-IPFV always house
‘If it rains, I always stay in the house.’ (S–M)

%."." Conditionals Level II: yyyèèèèèè/yyyòòòòòò

Subordinate clause: situation. Main clause: situation + judgment.

(2-2-2-1) If rain falls tomorrow, he has to stay in the house.
Context: The speaker reports to the listener someone’s obligation to stay in the
house in the event of rain tomorrow.

(2-2-2-1-a) yòò mà-ròòpen tún kulè, yèmè (neetó) kú-puur kó.
if FUT.3-rain tomorrow TOP have.to 3SG.NOM PTCP.3-stay house
‘If it rains tomorrow, s/he has to stay in the house.’ (S–M)

(2-2-2-2) If the child is/becomes hungry, s/he will surely cry.
Context: The speaker reports his/her own prediction about the child’s crying in
case of his/her hunger.
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(2-2-2-2-a) yòò ø-mííte k-woom-è lekwèt rúpet kulè, pakà
if PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-eat-IPFV child hunger.NOM TOP probably
ø-riir-è.
PRS.3-cry-IPFV
‘If the child is hungry, s/he probably/surely cries.’
(lit. ‘If hunger is eating the child, s/he probably/surely cries.’) (S–M)

%.".# Conditionals Level III: yyyèèèèèè/yyyòòòòòò

Subordinate clause: situation. Main clause: situation + interpersonal effect.

(2-2-3-1) Don’t go out if rain falls.
Context: The speaker orders the listener not to go out in the event of rain in the
immediate future.

(2-2-3-1-a) yòò mà-roopén kulè, mèèntè wò sáŋ.
if FUT.3-rain TOP PROH go.IMP.2SG outside
‘If it rains, don’t go out.’ (S–M)

(2-2-3-2) Give the child food if s/he becomes hungry.
Context: The speaker orders the listener (for example, the speaker’s spouse) to give
the child food in case of his/her hunger in the immediate future (for example, while
the speaker is away).

(2-2-3-2-a) yòò ø-yòòm-è lekwèt rúpet kulè, kòò-cì amík.
if PRS.3-IPFV child hunger.NOM TOP give.IMP.2SG-to.3 food.PL
‘If the child gets hungry, give him/her food.’
(lit. ‘If hunger eats the child, give him/her food.’) (S–M)

%.".$ Conditionals Level IV: yyyèèèèèè/yyyòòòòòò

Subordinate clause: premise. Main clause: judgment.

(2-2-4-1) If the ground is wet, rain fell.
Intended meaning: IF the ground is wet, I GUESS/SUPPOSE/INFER/
CONCLUDE THAT rain fell.

Context: The speaker, who does not know whether the ground is wet or not, rea-
sons that if the ground is wet, it rained before, and s/he reports this reasoning to
the listener (for example, someone who already knows or can easily find out
whether the ground is wet or not).
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(2-2-4-1-a) yòò núnaat ŋúɲit kulè, káá-roopèn.
if wet ground.NOM TOP T.PST.3-rain
‘If the ground is wet, it rained.’ (S–M)

(2-2-4-1-a’) yòò núnaat ŋúɲit kulè, a-soot-é kulè
if wet ground.NOM TOP PRS.1SG-think-IPFV COMP
káá-roopèn.
T.PST.3-rain
‘If the ground is wet, I think that it rained.’ (S–M)

(2-2-4-2) If the child is crying, s/he is hungry.
Intended meaning: IF the child is crying, I GUESS/SUPPOSE/INFER/
CONCLUDE THAT s/he is hungry.

Context: The speakeri, who does not know whether the childj is crying or not, rea-
sons that if s/hej is crying, s/hej is hungry, and s/hei reports this reasoning to the
listener (for example, someone who already knows or can easily find out whether
the child is crying or not).

(2-2-4-2-a) yòò ø-mííte lekwèt kù-riir-e kulè, ø-miite
if PRS.3-exist child.NOM PTCP.3-cry-IPFV TOP PRS.3-exist
k-woom-e (neetó) rúpet.
PTCP.3-eat-IPFV 3SG.NOM hunger.NOM
‘If the child is crying, s/he is hungry.’
(lit. ‘If the child is crying, hunger is eating him/her).’ (S–M)

(2-2-4-2-a’) yòò ø-mííte lekwèt kù-riir-e kulè,
if PRS.3-exist child.NOM PTCP.3-cry-IPFV TOP
a-soot-é kulè ø-mííte k-woom-e (neetó)
PRS.1SG-think-IPFV COMP PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-eat-IPFV 3SG.NOM
rúpet.
hunger.NOM
‘If the child is crying, I think that s/he is hungry.’
(lit. ‘If the child is crying, I think that hunger is eating him/her).’
(S–M)

Additional examples of conditionals at Level IV are given in (4) and (5). ((4)
is based on a conditional sentence in Even that was provided by Malchukov
(2010).)

(4) yòò ka-mii ŋookìt ku-lyèèm-è, ka-kááme ɲewò ɲeɲì.
if T.PST.3-exist dog PTCP.3-howl-IPFV T.PST.3-die master 3SG.POSS
‘If the dog was howling, its master died.’ (S–M)
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(5) kì-yèè kii-co ceššét ká yootò kulè, ki-camé
D.PST.3-if D.PST.3-come woman.NOM home at.that.time TOP D.PST.3-love
poonté-ɲi.
husband-3SG.POSS
‘If the woman came home at that time, she loved her husband.’ (S–M)

%.".% Conditionals Level V: yyyèèèèèè/yyyòòòòòò

Subordinate clause: premise. Main clause: speech act.

(2-2-5-1) There is an umbrella here, if rain is falling.
Intended meaning: If rain is falling, I SAY TO YOU THAT there is an
umbrella.

Context: The speaker, who is a host/hostess, offers an umbrella to the listener, who
is his/her guest.

(2-2-5-1-a) yòò ø-mííte ku-roopan-è kulè, ø-miite àmpùreerèt yu.
if PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-rain-IPFV TOP PRS.3-exist umbrella here
‘If it is raining, there is an umbrella here.’ (S–M)

(2-2-5-1-a’) yòò ø-mííte ku-roopan-è kulè, à-mwow-uŋ kulè
if PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-rain-IPFV TOP PRS.1SG-tell-2SG COMP
ø-miite àmpùreerèt yu.
PRS.3-exist umbrella here
‘If it is raining, I tell you that there is an umbrella here.’ (S–M)

(2-2-5-2) If you are hungry, there is food here.
Intended meaning: IF you are hungry, I SAY TO YOU THAT there is food
here.

Context: The speakeri, who is sitting at a table, informs the listenerj, who looks
hungry, of the food that is placed near himself/herselfi.

(2-2-5-2-a) yòò ø-mííte k-wom-íŋ rúpet kulè, ø-miite
if PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-eat-2SG hunger.NOM TOP PRS.3-exist
ámik yu.
food.PL.NOM here
‘If you are hungry, there is food here.’
(lit. ‘If hunger is eating you, there is food here.’) (S–M)

(2-2-5-2-a’) yòò ø-mííte k-wom-íŋ rúpet kulè, à-mwow-uŋ
if PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-eat-2SG hunger.NOM TOP PRS.1SG-tell-2SG
kulè ø-miite ámik yu.
COMP PRS.3-exist food.PL.NOM here
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‘If you are hungry, I tell you that there is food here.’
(lit. ‘If hunger is eating you, I tell you that there is food here.’) (S–M)

One of my consultants states that with the use of a-mwow-uŋ [PRS.1SG-tell-
2SG] ‘I tell you (SG)’ in (2-2-5-1-a’) and (2-2-5-2-a’), the speaker is likely to sound like
s/he is criticizing or irritated with the listener’s unawareness of the umbrella and
food, respectively.

& Concessives
&.! Introductory notes
Concessives can be expressed by subordination, coordination, a combination of
subordination and coordination, or parataxis. They have a larger number of means
of expression than causals and conditionals.

There is one subordinating CLM for concessives: nkàl (kot) ‘although, even
though’ (6.2). Clauses with nkàl (kot) may express a fact or a condition, and they
can mean either ‘although, even though’ (concessive) or ‘even if’ (concessive con-
ditional). (Crosslinguistically, there is a close tie between concessives and conces-
sive conditionals. For example, E. König (1986: 241) notes the following regarding
the English CLM though: “Though was used in the sense of ‘even if’ in Middle
English and also in early Modern English”. See also T. Tsunoda & M. Tsunoda (this
volume, 7.1).) The CLM nkàl is optionally but often followed by kot ‘very much,
house, until’, which is polysemous and multi-functional – this word is used for
emphasis here.

There is one coordinating CLM for concessives: nteené ‘but’ (6.3). It has adver-
sative meanings, such as concessive (or denial of expectation), semantic opposi-
tion, and contradicting evaluations. (See T. Tsunoda & M. Tsunoda (this volume,
Section 6) for types of adversative meanings.)

Furthermore, the subordinating nkàl (kot) and the coordinating CLM nteené
‘but’ can co-occur in the same sentence, resulting in a combination of subordina-
tion and coordination (6.4).

Parataxis (6.5) can also have a concessive meaning.

&." Concessives (1): subordination with nnnkkkàààlll(((kkkooottt))) ‘although’
The subordinate CLM nkàl ‘although’ (emphatic form: nkàl kot) is acceptable at all
the five levels. At Level IV, it is acceptable even without a clause that means
‘I think’. At Level V, it is acceptable even without a clause that means ‘I tell’. The
two clause orders seem to be equally common. My consultants find the use of this
CLM for any of the five levels acceptable, regardless of clause order. Examples are
given below only in the S–M clause order.
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&.".! Concessives Level I: nnnkkkàààlll(((kkkooottt)))

Subordinate clause: situation. Main clause: situation.

(2-3-1-1) Although rain fell, the ground is dry.
Context: The speaker, who knows that it rained some time ago, is surprised to find
the ground dry because the sunshine dried it quickly, and s/he expresses his/her
surprise to the listener.

(2-3-1-1-a) nkàl kot kàà-ròòpen kulè, yààmaat ŋùɲit.
although EMPH T.PST.3-rain TOP dry ground.NOM
‘Although it rained, the ground is dry.’ (S–M)

(2-3-1-2) Although rain was falling, he went out.
Context: The speaker reports to the listener the fact that someone went out despite
rain (presumably, a heavy rain).

(2-3-1-2-a) nkàl kot kà-miite kù-ròòpan-e kulè, ka-wo
although EMPH T.PST.3-exist PTCP.3-rain-IPFV TOP T.PST.3-go
nèèto sáŋ.
3SG.NOM outside
‘Although it was raining, s/he went out.’ (S–M)

&."." Concessives Level II: nnnkkkàààlll(((kkkooottt)))

Subordinate clause: situation. Main clause: situation + judgment.

(2-3-2-1) Although rain fell, the ground may be dry.
Context: The speaker, who does not see the ground, conjectures that despite the
rain that continued until some time ago, the ground may be dry now because of a
strong sunshine.

(2-3-2-1-a) nkàl kot kàà-ròòpen kulè, muucè kù-yaamáát ŋùɲit.
although EMPH T.PST.3-rain TOP maybe PTCP.3-dry ground.NOM
‘Although it rained, maybe the ground is dry.’ (S–M)

(2-3-2-2) Although the rain stopped, he has to stay in the house.
Context: The speaker reports to the listener someone’s obligation to stay in the
house despite the termination of rain.

(2-3-2-2-a) nkàl kot kàà-ku-yò rópta kulè, yeme
although EMPH T.PST.3-PTCP.3-stop rain.NOM TOP have.to
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neetó kù-puur kó.
3SG.NOM PTCP.3-stay house
‘Although the rain stopped, s/he has to stay in the house.’ (S–M)

&.".# Concessives Level III: nnnkkkàààlll(((kkkooottt)))

Subordinate clause: situation. Main clause: situation + interpersonal effect.

(2-3-3-1) Let’s go out although rain is falling.
Context: The speaker suggests to the listener that they should go out despite rain
(a heavy rain).

(2-3-3-1-a) nkàl kot ø-miite kù-ròòpàn-è kulè, ci-pè
although EMPH PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-rain-IPFV TOP PTCP.1PL-go.PL
sáŋ.
outside
‘Although it is raining, let’s go out.’ (S–M)

(2-3-3-2) Stay in the house although the rain stopped.
Context: The speaker orders the listener to stay in the house despite the termina-
tion of rain.

(2-3-3-2-a) nkàl kot kee-yò rópta kulè, puur kó.
although EMPH T.PST.3-stop rain.NOM TOP stay.IMP.2SG house
‘Although the rain stopped, stay in the house.’ (S–M)

&.".$ Concessives Level IV: nnnkkkàààlll(((kkkooottt)))

The use of this CLM is acceptable at Level IV, regardless of the addition of an ex-
pression for ‘I think’ to the main clause.

Subordinate clause: premise. Main clause: judgment.

(2-3-4-1) Although the doctor saved/cured him, he had not been sent for.
Intended meaning: ALTHOUGH the doctor saved/cured him, I GUESS/
SUPPOSE/INFER/CONCLUDE THAT he had not been sent for.

Context: The speaker informs the listener that the doctori saved someonej, but that
s/hei had not been sent to that personj for the purpose of saving him/herj (for
example, the doctori happened to be there).
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(2-3-4-1-a) nkàl kot kii-sóp nèèto nakutoorintét kulè,
although EMPH D.PST.3-save 3SG.NOM doctor.NOM TOP
kìì-munà-cì-yòk-tò (wò-kwiy yúúnteɲo).
D.PST.3-NEG.PST.nonIPFV-IMPERS-send-to go-do like.that
‘Although the doctori saved him/herj, s/hei had not been sent (so that
s/hei would go and do like that).’ (S–M)

(2-3-4-1-a’) nkàl kot kii-sóp nèèto nakutoorintét kulè,
although EMPH D.PST.3-save 3SG.NOM doctor.NOM TOP
a-soot-é kulè
PRS.1SG-think-IPFV COMP
kìì-munà-cì-yòk-tò (wò-kwiy yúúnteɲo).
D.PST.3-NEG.PST.nonIPFV-IMPERS-send-to go-do like.that
‘Although the doctori saved him/herj, I think that s/hei had not been
sent (so that s/hei would go and do like that).’ (S–M)

(2-3-4-2) Although the ground is wet, rain did not fall.
Intended meaning: ALTHOUGH the ground is wet, I GUESS/SUPPOSE/
INFER/CONCLUDE THAT rain did not fall.

Context: The speakeri, who knows that it has not rained, reports this fact to the
listenerj, who tries to infer from the wetness of the ground that it may have rained,
to let him/herj know that there is another reason that the ground is wet (e.g. be-
cause of a flood; because of a mist; someone watered the ground).

(2-3-4-2-a) nkàl kot nùnaat ŋùɲit kulè,
although EMPH wet ground.NOM TOP
kà-munà-ròòpèn.
T.PST.3-NEG.PST.nonIPFV-rain
‘Although the ground is wet, it did not rain.’ (S–M)

(2-3-4-2-a’) nkàl kot nùnaat ŋùɲit kulè, a-soot-é
although EMPH wet ground.NOM TOP PRS.1SG-think-IPFV
kulè kà-munà-ròòpèn.
COMP T.PST.3-NEG.PST.nonIPFV-rain
‘Although the ground is wet, I think that it did not rain.’ (S–M)

&.".% Concessives Level V: nnnkkkàààlll(((kkkooottt)))

The use of this CLM is acceptable at Level V, regardless of the addition of an expres-
sion for ‘I tell you’ to the main clause.

Subordinate clause: premise. Main clause: speech act.
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(2-3-5-1) There is food here, although you know this.
Intended meaning: ALTHOUGH you know this, I SAY TO YOU ‘There is
food here.’

Context: The speakeri tells the listenerj that there is food near himself/herselfi, to
double-check that the listener knows it, though the speaker believes that the listen-
er already knows it.

(2-3-5-1-a) nkàl kot ø-nket ɲi kulè, ø-miite
although EMPH PRS.2SG-know 2SG.NOM TOP PRS.3-exist
ámik yù.
food.PL.NOM here
‘Although you (SG) know, there is food here.’ (S–M)

(2-3-5-1-a’) nkàl kot ø-nket ɲi kulè, à-mwow-uŋ
although EMPH PRS.2SG-know 2SG.NOM TOP PRS.1SG-tell-2SG
kulè ø-miite ámik yù.
COMP PRS.3-exist food.PL.NOM here
‘Although you (SG) know, I tell you that there is food here.’ (S–M)

(2-3-5-2) Work hard, although I am sorry for you.
Intended meaning: ALTHOUGH I am sorry for you, I SAY TO YOU ‘Work
hard!’

Context: The speakeri orders the listenerj to work hard, informing that although s/hei
gives the order, s/hei sympathizes with him/herj on how hard s/hej will have to work.

(2-3-5-2-a) nkàl kot a-miite à-rììrù-neen-ìŋ kulè,
although EMPH PRS.1SG-exist PRS.1SG-feel.sorry-for-2SG TOP
yìšše swaamà.
work.IMP.2SG hard
‘Although I am sorry for you (SG), work hard.’ (S–M)

(2-3-5-2-a’) nkàl kot a-miite à-rììrù-neen-ìŋ kulè,
although EMPH PRS.1SG-exist PRS.1SG-feel.sorry-for-2SG TOP
à-mwow-uŋ kulè “yìšše swaamà”.
PRS.1SG-tell-2SG COMP work.IMP.2SG hard
‘Although I am sorry for you (SG), I tell you, “Work hard”.’ (S–M)

An additional example of nkàl (kot) ‘although’ for Level V is (6). One of my
consultants states that a teacher may say (6) to his/her students. In this case, the
teacher may actually be mean to the students, or may be joking with them.

(6) nkàl kot à-rììrù-néén-ak, ø-mììte yu ŋalek
although EMPH PRS.1SG-feel.sorry-for-2PL PRS.3-exist here work.PL
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cèè woo-yiyé ka.
REL.PL go-do home
‘Although I feel sorry for you (PL), here is homework for you.’ (M–S)

According to another consultant, the use of à-mwow-uŋ [PRS.1SG-tell-2SG] ‘I tell
you (SG)’ in (2-3-5-1-a’) and (2-3-5-2-a’) makes the speaker sound very unkind to the
listener.

&.# Concessives (2): coordination with nnnttteeeeeennnééé ‘but’

&.#.! Introductory notes

The coordinating CLM nteené ‘but’ is acceptable at all the five levels. At Level IV,
it is acceptable irrespective of the presence or absence of a clause that means ‘I
think’. At Level V, it is acceptable regardless of the presence or absence of a clause
that means ‘I tell you’.

As noted in 4.3.1, the labels “subordinate clause” and “main clause” are not
suitable for coordination. For causal coordination, I use “causal clause” and “effect
clause”, in place of “subordinate clause” and “main clause”. The concessive CLM
nteené ‘but’ is a coordinating one, not a subordinating one, and “subordinate
clause” and “main clause” are not suitable. For concessive coordination, I use
“concession clause” and “result clause”. For example, in the first of the two ques-
tionnaire sentences at each level, “concession clause” and “result clause” refer to
the clauses listed below.

Level I (6.3.2): (2-3-1-1) Although rain fell, the ground is dry.
Concession clause: “the rain fell”.
Result clause: “the ground is dry”.

Level II (6.3.3): (2-3-2-1) Although rain fell, the ground may be dry.
Concession clause: “the rain fell”.
Result clause: “the ground may be dry”.

Level III 6.3.4): (2-3-3-1) Let’s go out although rain is falling.
Concession clause: “rain is falling”.
Result clause: “let’s go out”.

Level IV (6.3.5): (2-3-4-1) Although the doctor saved/cured him, he had not been
sent for.
Concession clause: “the doctor saved/cured him”.
Result clause: “the doctor had not been sent for”.

Level V (6.3.6): (2-3-5-1) There is food here, although you know this.
Concession clause: “you know this”.
Result clause: “there is food here”.
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However, strictly speaking, “concession clause” and “result clause” are suitable
for Levels I, II, and III only, and they are unsuitable for Levels IV and V. The reason
for this is parallel to that given for causal coordination (4.3.1). The main point is
that at Level IV “the doctor saved/cured him” and “the doctor had not been sent
for” do not constitute a concession-and-result relationship and that the same ap-
plies to “you know this” and “there is food here” at Level V. I use “concession
clause” and “result clause”, in place of “subordinate clause” and “main clause”,
in the absence of any better labels.

&.#." Concessives Level I: nnnttteeeeeennnééé

Concession clause: situation. Result clause: situation.

(2-3-1-1) Although rain fell, the ground is dry.

(2-3-1-1-a) kàà-ròòpen, nteené yààmaat ŋùɲit.
T.PST.3-rain but dry ground.NOM
‘It rained, but the ground is dry.’

(2-3-1-2) Although rain was falling, he went out.

(2-3-1-2-a) kà-miite kù-ròòpan-e, nteené ka-wo nèèto sáŋ.
T.PST.3-exist PTCP.3-rain-IPFV but T.PST.3-go 3SG.NOM outside
‘It was raining, but s/he went out.’

&.#.# Concessives Level II: nnnttteeeeeennnééé

Concession clause: situation. Result clause: situation + judgment.

(2-3-2-1) Although rain fell, the ground may be dry.

(2-3-2-1-a) kàà-ròòpen, nteené muucè kù-yaamáát ŋùɲit.
T.PST.3-rain but maybe PTCP.3-dry ground.NOM
‘It rained, but maybe the ground is dry.’

(2-3-2-2) Although the rain stopped, he has to stay in the house.

(2-3-2-2-a) kàà-ku-yò rópta, nteené yeme neetó kù-puur
T.PST.3-PTCP.3-stop rain.NOM but have.to 3SG.NOM PTCP.3-stay
kó.
house
‘The rain stopped, but s/he has to stay in the house.’
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&.#.$ Concessives Level III: nnnttteeeeeennnééé

Concession clause: situation. Result clause: situation + interpersonal effect.

(2-3-3-1) Let’s go out although rain is falling.

(2-3-3-1-a) ø-miite kù-ròòpàn-è, nteené ci-pè sáŋ.
PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-rain-IPFV but PTCP.1PL-go.PL outside
‘It is raining, but let’s go out.’

(2-3-3-2) Stay in the house although the rain stopped.

(2-3-3-2-a) kee-yò rópta, nteené puur kó.
T.PST.3-stop rain.NOM but stay.IMP.2SG house
‘The rain stopped, but stay in the house.’

&.#.% Concessives Level IV: nnnttteeeeeennnééé

The use of this CLM is acceptable at Level IV, regardless of the addition of an ex-
pression for ‘I think’ to the result clause.

Concession clause: premise. Result clause: judgment.

(2-3-4-1) Although the doctor saved/cured him, he had not been sent for.
Intended meaning: ALTHOUGH the doctor saved/cured him, I GUESS/
SUPPOSE/INFER/CONCLUDE THAT he had not been sent for.

(2-3-4-1-a) kii-sóp nèèto nakutoorintét, nteené
D.PST.3-save 3SG.NOM doctor.NOM but
kìì-munà-cì-yòk-tò (wò-kwiy yúúnteɲo).
PTCP.3-NEG.PST.nonIPFV-IMPERS-send-to go-do like.that
‘The doctori saved him/herj, but s/hei had not been sent (so that s/hei
would go and do like that).’

(2-3-4-1-a’) kii-sóp nèèto nakutoorintét, nteené a-soot-é
D.PST.3-save 3SG.NOM doctor.NOM but PRS.1SG-think-IPFV
kulè kìì-munà-cì-yòk-tò (wò-kwiy
COMP PTCP.3-NEG.PST.nonIPFV-IMPERS-send-to go-do
yúúnteɲo).
like.that
‘The doctori saved him/herj, but I think that s/hei had not been sent
(so that s/hei would go and do like that).’
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(2-3-4-2) Although the ground is wet, rain did not fall.
Intended meaning: ALTHOUGH the ground is wet, I GUESS/SUPPOSE/
INFER/CONCLUDE THAT rain did not fall.

(2-3-4-2-a) nùnaat ŋùɲit, nteené kà-munà-ròòpèn.
wet ground.NOM but T.PST.3-NEG.PST.nonIPFV-rain
‘The ground is wet, but it did not rain.’

(2-3-4-2-a’) nùnaat ŋùɲit, nteené a-soot-é kulè
wet ground.NOM but PRS.1SG-think-IPFV COMP
kà-munà-ròòpèn.
T.PST.3-NEG.PST.nonIPFV-rain
‘The ground is wet, but I think that it did not rain.’

&.#.& Concessives Level V: nnnttteeeeeennnééé

The use of this CLM is acceptable at Level V, regardless of the addition of an expres-
sion for ‘I tell you’ to the result clause.

Concession clause: premise. Result clause: speech act.

(2-3-5-1) There is food here, although you know this.
Intended meaning: ALTHOUGH you know this, I SAY TO YOU ‘There is
food here.’

(2-3-5-1-a) ø-nket ɲi, nteené ø-miite ámik yù.
PRS.2SG-know 2SG.NOM but PRS.3-exist food.PL.NOM here
‘You (SG) know, but there is food here.’

(2-3-5-1-a’) ø-nket ɲi, nteené à-mwow-uŋ kulè ø-miite
PRS.2SG-know 2SG.NOM but PRS.1SG-tell-2SG COMP PRS.3-exist
ámik yù.
food.PL.NOM here
‘You (SG) know, but I tell you that there is food here.’

(2-3-5-2) Work hard, although I am sorry for you.
Intended meaning: ALTHOUGH I am sorry for you, I SAY TO YOU ‘Work
hard!’

(2-3-5-2-a) a-miite à-rììrù-neen-ìŋ, nteené yìšše
PRS.1SG-exist PRS.1SG-feel.sorry-for-2SG but work.IMP.2SG
swaamà.
hard
‘I am sorry for you (SG), but work hard.’
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(2-3-5-2-a’) a-miite à-rììrù-neen-ìŋ, nteené à-mwow-uŋ
PRS.1SG-exist PRS.1SG-feel.sorry-for-2SG but PRS.1SG-tell-2SG
kulè “yìšše swaamà”.
COMP work.IMP.2SG hard
‘I am sorry for you (SG), but I tell you, “Work hard”.’

&.$ Concessives (3): combination of subordination and
coordination

A concession clause starting with the concessive subordinating CLM nkàl (kot) ‘al-
though, even though’ (3.1, 6.2) can be followed by the concessive coordinating CLM
nteené ‘but’ (3.2, 6.3) and then by a result clause. This results in a combination
of subordination and coordination, not just subordination or coordination. This
combination is acceptable at all the five levels. (Strictly speaking, “subordinate
clause” and “main clause” are not suitable for this combination. In view of this, I
use “concession clause” and “result clause”. See 6.3.1. Recall that “concession
clause” and “result clause” constitute a concession-and-result relationship at
Levels I, II, and III only, and they do not at Level IV or Level V.)

This combination is acceptable at all the five levels. At Level IV, it is acceptable
irrespective of the presence or absence of a clause that means ‘I think’. At Level V,
it is acceptable regardless of the presence or absence of a clause that means ‘I tell
you’.

&.$.! Concessives Level I: nnnkkkàààlll(((kkkooottt))) …, nnnttteeeeeennnééé

Concession clause: situation. Result clause: situation.

(2-3-1-1) Although rain fell, the ground is dry.

(2-3-1-1-a) nkàl kot kàà-ròòpen, nteené yààmaat ŋùɲit.
although EMPH T.PST.3-rain but dry ground.NOM
LT: ‘Although it rained, but the ground is dry.’

(2-3-1-2) Although rain was falling, he went out.

(2-3-1-2-a) nkàl kot kà-miite kù-ròòpan-e, nteené ka-wo
although EMPH T.PST.3-exist PTCP.3-rain-IPFV but T.PST.3-go
nèèto sáŋ.
3SG.NOM outside
LT: ‘Although it was raining, but s/he went out.’
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&.$." Concessives Level II: nnnkkkàààlll(((kkkooottt))) …, nnnttteeeeeennnééé

Concession clause: situation. Result clause: situation + judgment.

(2-3-2-1) Although rain fell, the ground may be dry.

(2-3-2-1-a) nkàl kot kàà-ròòpen, nteené muucè kù-yaamáát ŋùɲit.
although EMPH T.PST.3-rain but maybe PTCP.3-dry ground.NOM
LT: ‘Although it rained, but maybe the ground is dry.’

(2-3-2-2) Although the rain stopped, he has to stay in the house.

(2-3-2-2-a) nkàl kot kàà-ku-yò rópta, nteené yeme
although EMPH T.PST.3-PTCP.3-stop rain.NOM but have.to
neetó kù-puur kó.
3SG.NOM PTCP.3-stay house
LT: ‘Although the rain stopped, but s/he has to stay in the house.’

&.$.# Concessives Level III: nnnkkkàààlll(((kkkooottt))) …, nnnttteeeeeennnééé

Concession: situation. Result clause: situation + interpersonal effect.

(2-3-3-1) Let’s go out although rain is falling.

(2-3-3-1-a) nkàl kot ø-miite kù-ròòpàn-è, nteené ci-pè
although EMPH PRS.3-exist PTCP.3-rain-IPFV but PTCP.1PL-go.PL
sáŋ.
outside
LT: ‘Although it is raining, but let’s go out.’

(2-3-3-2) Stay in the house although the rain stopped.

(2-3-3-2-a) nkàl kot kee-yò rópta, nteené puur kó.
although EMPH T.PST.3-stop rain.NOM but stay.IMP.2SG house
LT: ‘Although the rain stopped, but stay in the house.’

&.$.$ Concessives Level IV: nnnkkkàààlll(((kkkooottt))) …, nnnttteeeeeennnééé

Concession clause: premise. Result clause: judgment.

The combination of subordination and coordination is acceptable at Level IV, re-
gardless of the addition of an expression for ‘I think’ to the result clause.
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(2-3-4-1) Although the doctor saved/cured him, he had not been sent for.
Intended meaning: ALTHOUGH the doctor saved/cured him, I GUESS/
SUPPOSE/INFER/CONCLUDE THAT he had not been sent for.

(2-3-4-1-a) nkàl kot kii-sóp nèèto nakutoorintét, nteené
although EMPH D.PST.3-save 3SG.NOM doctor.NOM but
kìì-munà-cì-yòk-tò (wò-kwiy yúúnteɲo).
D.PST.3-NEG.PST.nonIPFV-IMPERS-send-to go-do like.that
LT: ‘Although the doctori saved him/herj, but s/hei had not been sent
(so that s/hei would go and do like that).’

(2-3-4-1-a’) nkàl kot kii-sóp nèèto nakutoorintét, nteené
although EMPH D.PST.3-save 3SG.NOM doctor.NOM but
a-soot-é kulè
PRS.1SG-think-IPFV COMP
kìì-munà-cì-yòk-tò (wò-kwiy yúúnteɲo).
D.PST.3-NEG.PST.nonIPFV-IMPERS-send-to go-do like.that
LT: ‘Although the doctori saved him/herj, but I think that s/hei had
not been sent (so that s/hei would go and do like that).’

(2-3-4-2) Although the ground is wet, rain did not fall.
Intended meaning: ALTHOUGH the ground is wet, I GUESS/SUPPOSE/
INFER/CONCLUDE THAT rain did not fall.

(2-3-4-2-a) nkàl kot nùnaat ŋùɲit, nteené
although EMPH wet ground.NOM but
kà-munà-ròòpèn.
T.PST.3-NEG.PST.nonIPFV-rain
LT: ‘Although the ground is wet, but it did not rain.’

(2-3-4-2-a’) nkàl kot nùnaat ŋùɲit, nteené a-soot-é
although EMPH wet ground.NOM but PRS.1SG-think-IPFV
kulè kà-munà-ròòpèn.
COMP T.PST.3-NEG.PST.nonIPFV-rain
LT: ‘Although the ground is wet, but I think that it did not rain.’

&.$.% Concessives Level V: nnnkkkàààlll(((kkkooottt))) …, nnnttteeeeeennnééé

The combination of subordination and coordination is acceptable at Level V, re-
gardless of the addition of an expression for ‘I tell you’ to the result clause.

Concession clause: premise. Result clause: speech act.
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(2-3-5-1) There is food here, although you know this.
Intended meaning: ALTHOUGH you know this, I SAY TO YOU ‘There is
food here.’

(2-3-5-1-a) nkàl kot ø-nket ɲi, nteené ø-miite
although EMPH PRS.2SG-know 2SG.NOM but PRS.3-exist
ámik yù.
food.PL.NOM here
LT: ‘Although you (SG) know, but there is food here.’

(2-3-5-1-a’) nkàl kot ø-nket ɲi, nteené à-mwow-uŋ
although EMPH PRS.2SG-know 2SG.NOM but PRS.1SG-tell-2SG
kulè ø-miite ámik yù.
COMP PRS.3-exist food.PL.NOM here
LT: ‘Although you (SG) know, but I tell you that there is food here.’

(2-3-5-2) Work hard, although I am sorry for you.
Intended meaning: ALTHOUGH I am sorry for you, I SAY TO YOU ‘Work
hard!’

(2-3-5-2-a) nkàl kot a-miite à-rììrù-neen-ìŋ, nteené
although EMPH PRS.1SG-exist PRS.1SG-feel.sorry-for-2SG but
yìšše swaamà.
work.IMP.2SG hard
LT : ‘Although I am sorry for you (SG), but work hard.’

(2-3-5-2-a’) nkàl kot a-miite à-rììrù-neen-ìŋ, nteené
although EMPH PRS.1SG-exist PRS.1SG-feel.sorry-for-2SG but
à-mwow-uŋ kulè “yìšše swaamà”.
PRS.1SG-tell-2SG COMP work.IMP.2SG hard
LT: ‘Although I am sorry for you (SG), but I tell you, “Work hard”.’

&.% Concessives (3): parataxis
Parataxis for causals can be used at all the five levels (cf. 4.5). In contrast, parataxis
for concessives has a limited use. It can be used for Levels IV and V, though not
consistently. At Levels I, II, and III, the Kupsapiny translations of the questionnaire
sentences did not yield any acceptable example. I tentatively conclude that para-
taxis is unacceptable (or at least is not used) for concessives at Levels I, II, and III.
Due to space considerations, we examine Levels IV and V only.
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&.%.! Concessives Level IV: parataxis

At Level IV, parataxis for concessives is acceptable depending on the sentence.

(2-3-4-1) Although the doctor saved/cured him, he had not been sent for.
Intended meaning: ALTHOUGH the doctor saved/cured him, I GUESS/
SUPPOSE/INFER/CONCLUDE THAT he had not been sent for.

(2-3-4-1-a) is acceptable. When a clause that means ‘I think’ is added, the resultant
sentence is still acceptable; see (2-3-4-1-a’).

(2-3-4-1-a) kii-sóp nèèto nakutoorintét,
D.PST.3-save 3SG.NOM doctor.NOM
kìì-munà-cì-yòk-tò (wò-kwiy yúúnteɲo).
PTCP.3-NEG.PST.nonIPFV-IMPERS-send-to go-do like.that
LT: ‘The doctori saved him/herj, s/hei had not been sent (so that s/hei
would go and do like that).’
FT: ‘Although the doctori saved him/herj, s/hei had not been sent (so
that s/hei would go and do like that).’

(2-3-4-1-a’) kii-sóp nèèto nakutoorintét, a-soot-é kulè
D.PST.3-save 3SG.NOM doctor.NOM PRS.1SG-think-IPFV COMP
kìì-munà-cì-yòk-tò (wò-kwiy yúúnteɲo).
PTCP.3-NEG.PST.nonIPFV-IMPERS-send-to go-do like.that
LT: ‘The doctori saved him/herj, I think that s/hei had not been sent
(so that s/hei would go and do like that).’
FT: ‘Although the doctori saved him/herj, I think that s/hei had not
been sent (so that s/hei would go and do like that).’

(2-3-4-2) Although the ground is wet, rain did not fall.
Intended meaning: ALTHOUGH the ground is wet, I GUESS/SUPPOSE/
INFER/CONCLUDE THAT rain did not fall.

In contrast with (2-3-4-1), parataxis is not available for (2-3-4-2). My main consultant
did not regard the two juxtaposed clauses from (2-3-4-2) as forming a possible se-
quence at all.

&.%." Concessives Level V: parataxis

At Level V, parataxis for concessives is acceptable depending on the sentence. Spe-
cifically, (2-3-5-1-a) is unacceptable for a concessive reading. The “concession
clause” expresses manner, not concession. (See T. Tsunoda & M. Tsunoda (this
volume, Section 4) for a classification of adverbial clauses.) When a clause that
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means ‘I tell you’ is added, the resultant sentence is acceptable for a concessive
reading at Level V; see (2-3-5-1-a’). In contrast, (2-3-5-2-a) is an instance of conces-
sives at Level V. When a clause that means ‘I tell you’ is added, the resultant sen-
tence remains acceptable for a concessive reading at Level V; see (2-3-5-2-a’). That
is, parataxis for (2-3-5-2) easily produces a concessive interpretation, but that for
(2-3-5-1) is very much restricted in this respect. According to my consultants, if
‘I tell you’ is used, the two clauses may be in a concessive relation, but this is not
a strong one.

(2-3-5-1) There is food here, although you know this.
Intended meaning: ALTHOUGH you know this, I SAY TO YOU ‘There is
food here.’

(2-3-5-1-a) #ø-nket ɲi, ø-miite ámik yù.
PRS.2SG-know 2SG.NOM PRS.3-exist food.PL.NOM here
LT: ‘You (SG) know, there is food here.’
FT: ‘As you (SG) know, there is food here.’

(2-3-5-1-a’) ø-nket ɲi, à-mwow-uŋ kulè ø-miite
PRS.2SG-know 2SG.NOM PRS.1SG-tell-2SG COMP PRS.3-exist
ámik yù.
food.PL.NOM here
LT: ‘You (SG) know, I tell you that there is food here.’
FT: ‘Although you (SG) know, I tell you that there is food here.’

In (2-1-5-1-a), the speaker checks that the listener knows the presence of the
food.

(2-3-5-2) Work hard, although I am sorry for you.
Intended meaning: ALTHOUGH I am sorry for you, I SAY TO YOU ‘Work
hard!’

(2-3-5-2-a) a-miite à-rììrù-neen-ìŋ, yìšše swaamà.
PRS.1SG-exist PRS.1SG-feel.sorry-for-2SG work.IMP.2SG hard
LT: ‘I am sorry for you (SG), work hard.’
FT: ‘Although I am sorry for you (SG), work hard.’

(2-3-5-2-a’) a-miite à-rììrù-neen-ìŋ, à-mwow-uŋ kulè
PRS.1SG-exist PRS.1SG-feel.sorry-for-2SG PRS.1SG-tell-2SG COMP
“yìšše swaamà”.
work.IMP.2SG hard
LT: ‘I am sorry for you (SG), I tell you, “Work hard”.’
FT: ‘Although I am sorry for you (SG), I tell you, “Work hard”.’
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Additional examples of parataxis for concessives at Level V are 4.5.5-(2-1-5-1-a,
-a’).

' Discussion
'.! Distribution of clause linkage markers and parataxis
Table 2 summarizes what we have examined in Section 4 (causals), Section 5 (con-
ditionals), and Section 6 (concessives). The acceptability on the left side and that
on the right side in each cell in the table respectively concern the first and the
second examples of the use of the construction for the particular level in the ques-
tionnaire. The table also incorporates Kupsapiny sentences that are not based on
questionnaire sentences, e.g. (2) in 4.2.5.

Subordination is used for all of causals, conditionals, and concessives. Coordi-
nation and parataxis are used for causals and concessives, but not for conditionals.
The combination of subordination and coordination is used for concessives only.
It is interesting to note that coordination can be employed for causals and conces-
sives, but it cannot be used for conditionals. (This issue is discussed in T. Tsunoda
(this volume-c, 2.2.2).)

The vast majority of the CLMs are acceptable at all the five levels. In this re-
spect, Kupsapiny seems to be uncommon among the languages investigated in the
present volume. (See T. Tsunoda (this volume-c, 3.1.1 and 3.1.2).) Similarly, paratax-
is for causals is acceptable at all the five levels, although parataxis for concessives
is largely confined to Levels IV and V; that is, parataxis for concessives is on the
whole confined to “higher” levels.

The above indicates that very roughly speaking, the five levels are not distin-
guished in Kupsapiny. Nevertheless, there is some evidence to support the differen-
tiation of certain levels, as shown below.

Among the CLMs, the causal coordinating pawuló ‘that’s why’ is the only ex-
ception to the general tendency for the CLMs to be acceptable at all the five levels.
It is acceptable at Levels I, II, and III. However, when used by itself (i.e. without ‘I
think’ or ‘I tell’), it shows one “?” and one “#” at Level IV, and two occurrences of
“?” at Level V. This distinguishes between Levels I, II, and III on one hand and
Levels IV and V on the other. The same applies to parataxis for concessives; it is
confined to Levels IV and V.
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Tab. 2: Distribution of clause linkage markers and parataxis.

I II III IV V

Subordinate clause Situation Situation Situation Premise Premise
Main clause Situation Situation + Situation + Judgment Speech act

Judgment Interpersonal
effect

Causals

Subordination

amɲe ‘because’
S – M +, + +, + +, + +, + +, +
   with ‘I think’ … … … +, + …
   with ‘I tell’ … … … … +, +
M – S +, + +, + +, + +, + +, +

(2): +
   with ‘think’ … … … +, + …
   with ‘I tell’ … … … … +, +

Coordination

pawuló +, + +, + +, + ?, # ?, ?
   with ‘I think’ … … … +, + …
   with ‘I tell’ … … … … +, +
kúɲi/kíɲi/kúɲo/kíɲo +, + +, + +, + +, + +, +
   with ‘I think’ … … … +, + …
   with ‘I tell’ … … … … +, +

Parataxis +, # +, + +, + +, + +, +
   with ‘I think’ … … … +, + …
   with ‘I tell’ … … … … +, +

Conditionals

Subordination

yèè/yòò ‘if’
S – M +, + +, + +, + +, + +, +

(3):+ (4): +, (5): +
   with ‘I think’ … … … +, + …
   with ‘I tell’ … … … … +, +
M – S +, + +, + +, + +, + +, +
   with ‘I think’ … … … +, + …
   with ‘I tell’ … … … … +, +

Concessives

Subordination

nkàl (kot)
S – M +, + +, + +, + +, + +, +
   with ‘think’ … … … +, + …
   with ‘I tell’ … … … … +, +
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Tab. 2: (continued)

I II III IV V

Subordinate clause Situation Situation Situation Premise Premise
Main clause Situation Situation + Situation + Judgment Speech act

Judgment Interpersonal
effect

M – S +, + +, + +, + +, + +, +
(6): +

   with ‘I think’ … … … +, + …
   with ‘I tell’ … … … … +, +

Coordination

nteené +, + +, + +, + +, + +, +
   with ‘I think’ … … … +, + …
   with ‘I tell’ … … … … +, +

Combination of subordination and coordination

nkàl (kot) …, nteené +, + +, + +, + +, + +, +
   with ‘I think’ … … … +, + …
   with ‘I tell’ … … … … +, +

Parataxis –, – –, – –, – +, – #, +
(2-1-5-1-a) in
4.5.5: +

   with ‘I think’ … … … +, – …
   with ‘I tell’ … … … … +, +

(2-1-5-1-a’) in
4.5.5: +

Legend:
+: acceptable.
–: unacceptable.
?: not perfectly acceptable.
#: unacceptable for the intended meaning, but acceptable for some other meaning.

'." Notes on Level IV
The intended meaning of examples for Level IV contains “I SAY TO YOU”. For
example, see the questionnaire sentence 4.2.4-(2-1-4-1) (causals subordination:
Level IV) “Because the ground is wet, rain fell”; its intended meaning is “BECAUSE
the ground is wet, I GUESS/SUPPOSE/INFER/CONCLUDE THAT rain fell”.

As noted in 4.2.4, in some (and possibly many) of the languages investigated
in the present volume, there are examples at Level IV that are unacceptable by
themselves but that become acceptable if, for example, a clause that means ‘I sup-
pose/guess/think’ or ‘I know’ is added (to the main clause in the case of subordina-
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tion). (This issue is discussed in T. Tsunoda (this volume-c, 3.3).) The situation in
Kupsapiny is as follows. I have checked a clause for ‘I think’ as the representative
of ‘I suppose/guess/think’ or ‘I know’.

At Level IV, the CLMs and parataxis are generally acceptable by themselves.
There are many examples that do not have the clause ‘I think’, but that are accept-
able for a Level IV reading. Kupsapiny seems to be uncommon in this respect. (See
T. Tsunoda (this volume-c, 3.3).) The sentences remain acceptable when a clause
for ‘I think’ is added (to the main clause in the case of subordination). However,
there are two exceptions.

One of the two exceptions is the causal coordinating pawuló ‘that is why’. At
Level IV, it shows “?, #” when it is used by itself (cf. Table 2). It becomes acceptable
when the clause ‘I think’ is added.

The other exception is parataxis for concessives. At Level IV, it shows “+, –”
by itself (cf. Table 2). It becomes acceptable when the clause ‘I think’ is added.

Thus, for pawuló ‘that is why’ and parataxis for concessives, the addition of ‘I
think’ improves the acceptability of the examples concerned. Regarding all the
CLMs and the two uses of parataxis, all the examples with the clause ‘I think’ are
acceptable. Therefore, the presence of the clause ‘I think’ ensures that the example
in question is acceptable for a Level IV reading.

'.# Notes on Level V
The intended meaning of examples for Level V contains “I SAY TO YOU”. For exam-
ple, see the questionnaire sentence 4.2.5-(2-1-5-1) (causals subordination: Level V)
“There is food here, because you are looking for food”; its intended meaning is:
“BECAUSE you are looking for food, I SAY TO YOU ‘There is food here’”.

As noted in 4.2.5, in some of the languages investigated in the present volume,
there are sentences at Level V that are unacceptable by themselves but that become
acceptable if, for example, a clause with a speech verb, i.e. a clause that means
‘I say’, ‘I tell’, ‘I ask’, ‘I request’, or the like is added (to the main clause in the
case of subordination). (This issue is discussed in T. Tsunoda (this volume-c, 3.4).)

The presence or absence of a clause with a speech verb and its semantic effects
in Kupsapiny are shown below. I have checked a clause for ‘I tell’ as the representa-
tive of ‘I say’, ‘I ask’, ‘I request’, and the like. As noted in 4.2.5, the inclusion of
‘I tell’ makes it clear that a Level V reading is intended.

At Level V, the CLMs and parataxis are generally acceptable by themselves –
with two exceptions. There are many examples that do not have the clause ‘I tell’
but that are acceptable for a Level V reading. The sentences remain acceptable
when a clause for ‘I tell’ is added (to the main clause in the case of subordination).

The two exceptions are the same as those for Level IV.
One of the two exceptions is the causal coordinating pawuló ‘that is why’. At

Level V, it shows “?, ?” by itself (cf. Table 2). It becomes acceptable when the clause
‘I tell’ is added.
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The other exception is parataxis for concessives. At Level V, by itself it shows
“#, +” (cf. Table 2). (“#” means the following: this example is unacceptable for the
intended meaning, but it can have some other meaning.) It becomes acceptable
when the clause ‘I tell’ is added. (Recall, however, that in (2-1-5-1-a, -a’) in 4.5.5
parataxis for concessives is acceptable, irrespective of the presence of ‘I tell’.)

Thus, for pawuló ‘that is why’ and parataxis for concessives, the addition of
‘I tell’ improves the acceptability of the examples concerned. Regarding all the
CLMs and the two uses of parataxis, all the examples with the clause ‘I tell’ are
acceptable. Therefore, the presence of the clause ‘I tell’ ensures that the example
in question is acceptable for a Level V reading.

There are commonalities between Level IV and Level V. (i) the CLMs and para-
taxis are generally acceptable by themselves – with two exceptions. (ii) The two
exceptions are the causal coordinating pawuló ‘that is why’ and parataxis for con-
cessives. They become acceptable if the clause ‘I think’ (Level IV) or the clause
‘I tell’ (Level V). (iii) The presence of the clause ‘I think’ (Level IV) or the clause
‘I tell’ (Level V) ensures that the example concerned is acceptable for the intended
meaning.

( Conclusion
(.! Summary
The present study has examined subordination, coordination, parataxis, and a
combination of subordination and coordination in Kupsapiny. Its main findings
include the following. See Table 2.

Kupsapiny seems to be uncommon among the languages investigated in the
present volume in that the vast majority of the CLMs and parataxis are acceptable
at all the five levels – with two exceptions. By themselves, they are acceptable at
Level IV and at Level V. In particular, Kupsapiny seems to be uncommon in that
there are many examples at Level IV that are acceptable by themselves, without
the clause ‘I think’.

The two exceptions are the causal coordinating pawuló ‘that is why’ and para-
taxis for concessives. They become acceptable if the clause ‘I think’ (Level IV) or
the clause ‘I tell’ (Level V) is added.

(." Main points of the investigation
T. Tsunoda (this volume-a, 1.7) lists “Main points of the investigation” for the re-
search reported in the present volume. The present chapter furnishes data regard-
ing the following points. Again, see Table 2.
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[1] General
(b) Is there any evidence for distinguishing the five levels?

No. The five levels are not clearly distinguished in Kupsapiny. Nevertheless, the
causal coordinating pawuló ‘that is why’ and parataxis for concessives provide
some evidence to distinguish between Levels I, II, and III one hand and Levels IV
and V on the other.

[2] Types of clause linkage: subordination, coordination and parataxis
(c) At which levels can subordination be used?

Subordination is used for all the three semantic areas. It has acceptable examples
at all the five levels.

(d) At which levels can coordination be used?
Coordination is used for causals and concessives, but not for conditionals. It has
acceptable examples at all the five levels. A combination of subordination and
coordination is used for concessives only, but it is perfectly acceptable at all the
five levels.

(e) At which levels can parataxis be used?
Parataxis is used for causals and concessives, but not for conditionals. It has ac-
ceptable examples at all the five levels.

(f) Is subordination more likely to be used at the lower levels?
No, this is not the case.

(g) Are/Is coordination and/or parataxis the only means available at the high-
er levels?

No, this is not the case.

[3] Semantic areas: causal, conditional and concessive
(h) Within one and the same semantic area, e.g. “causal”, do different CLMs

show different distributions in terms of the five levels?
No, this is not the case. Almost all the CLMs have the same distribution, being
acceptable at all the five levels. However, there is one exception: the causal coordi-
nating pawuló ‘that is why’. It is acceptable at Levels I, II, and III. When used by
itself, it is judged to be “?, #” at Level IV, and “?, ?” at Level V, though it becomes
acceptable if ‘I think’ is added at Level IV, and if ‘I tell’ is added at Level V.

(i) Are the distributional patterns in the three semantic areas similar to one
another?

Yes, this is the case. Almost all the CLMs have the same distribution, being accept-
able at all the five levels. However, there is one exception: the causal coordinating
pawuló ‘that is why’. See (h) above.

[4] Width, continuity and direction of distributions
(j) Is the distribution of a given CLM continuous or discontinuous?
(k) If it is continuous:
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(k-1) does it extend from Level I?
This applies to the causal coordinating pawuló ‘that is why’. See (h) above. All the
other CLMs are acceptable at all the five levels, and therefore they cannot be justifi-
ably regarded as extending from Level I (or from Level V).

(k-2) does it extend from Level V?
No, there is no such CLM. See (k-1). Nevertheless, it is interesting to include a note
on parataxis. (Recall that parataxis does not involve any CLM.) Parataxis for con-
cessives is unacceptable at Levels I, II, and III, but it has acceptable examples at
Levels IV and V. Therefore, parataxis for concessives can be regarded as extending
from Level V.

(l) Is there any CLM that is dedicated to one level only?
No, there is no such CLM.

[5] Structure of CLMs
(m) Is there any correlation between the morphology of a given CLM and the

levels at which it is used? For example, are CLMs heavier at the lower
levels? Or are they heavier at the higher levels?

No, there does not seem to be such a correlation.
(n) Are there any complex CLMs (e.g. =ni=mo kakawarazu ‘concessive’ of

Japanese)? If you have time at all, please comment on their formation/
etymology. The CLMs at the higher levels may possibly be less grammati-
calized and fairly transparent.

As mentioned in 4.1, the subordinating CLM for causals, amɲe ‘because’, consists
of the preposition am ‘at, from’ and ɲe, the relative clause marker for a singular
referent. This CLM can be used for all the five levels. Thus, the complexity of the
CLM does not seem to be relevant to the levels where it is acceptable.
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